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Application/Contro! Number: 10/740,030 Page 2
Art Unit: 2614

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis forall

obviousnessrejectionssetforth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Claims 1-3, 5, 11-18, 26-29, 43, 45, 51-54, 65, 66 rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal in view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub.

#2007/0174403.

McZealdisclosesin col. 4, lines 18 et seq. that until his invention there was no_

device which would take full advantage of the Internet and instant messaging for voice

quality purposes, and which uses computer data networksfor voice.

In col. 28, lines 5 et seq., McZeal discloses that his invention provides

customerswith instant voice messaging which uses Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP).

In col. 16, lines 39 et seq., McZeal discloses that his invention can use both the Internet

and the PSTN. Barry discloses in [0031] that instant messages/IM are stored in server

150. To have provided Barry's teaching of an |M server, that will store the IM until a

useris ready to retrieve them, in McZeal’s communication system would have been

obviousto a person having ordinary skill in the art, because the skilled practitionerin

this communications art would realize the need to store messagesif the called party

lacked the presentability to receive the IM .

For claims 2 & 3, McZealdiscloses in cols. 1 & 16, lines 42-43 & 25-30 that

his invention can be usedin local or wide area networks, i.e., LAN/WAN.

Regarding claim 11, see McZeal @ col. 16, lines 42 & 59-60.
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Pertaining to claim 30, with McZeal’s disclosure that his device can be used in

either a WAN (internet) or LAN(local area network). If the voice messageis to be

routed out beyond a LAN, then an external serving system will be employed until the

message reachestherecipient inside of the LAN, whereupon the LANandits

associated server will route the message to the intended recipient.

Claims 4, 19, 20, 44 arerejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2007/0174403 and Williamsetal.

Williams et al disclose in f-0055 that a messaging server (105) will save a voice

message and senda list of recipients to the user from an address book. To have

provided Williams teaching of a serverproviding a usera calling list of recipients in

McZeal’s Instant Voice Messaging server system would have been obvious to a person

having ordinary skill inthe art, because the skilled practitioner in the communications

and serverarts will readily realize that there are an unlimited amount of commands and

information that a server can hold which can be communicated to anyone throughout

the world that has the proper equipment.

Claims 7, 22, 47, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2007/0174403 and to Sagi et al.

Sagiet al disclose in claim 24 where a serverwill receive an audio file from a
subscriber, and then in claim 29 Sagi etal disclose that the transmissionis sent to a

second subscriber. To havesimilarly used Sagiet al disclosure of transmitting an audio

file to a server in McZeal’s device would have been obvious to a person having ordinary

skill in the art, because the skilled practitioner in the communications art will realize that
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the sending party caneitherdirectly record a voice message or send an audiofile.

Either way, a called party will receive the Woks message.
Claims 8, 23, 48 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable aver

McZeal in view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2007/0174403 and Goodmanetal.

Goodmanetal disclose in J-0033 that an audio message canbe transformed from

any of encrypted, decrypted, compressed, or decompressed format. To havesimilarly

provided Goodman'steaching of encrypting, decrypting, compressing, and

decompressing audio into McZeal’s device would have been obvious to a person having

ordinary sill in the art, because by compressing the audio will take up less memory in
the server. | |

Claims 9, 24, 49, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2007/01774403 and Gierachf.

Gierachf discloses in J]-0044 in Step 266 that the audio data, or voice message,is

sent to an audio buffer 19B’. To have similarly used Gierachf method of buffering the

audio data in McZeal’s device would have been obvious to a person having ordinary

skill in the art.

Claims 10, 25, 50 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2007/0174403 and Hollowell etal.

Hollowell et al teach in J-0031 attaching an email message to an audio message.

To have providedthis teaching in McZeal would have been obviousto a person having

ordinary skill in the art becausetheskilled practitioner in this communications art will
realize the efficiency of alerting a multitude of persons located throughout the world that
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an email from the senderis being sent to the recipients, such as the minutes of an

important meeting.

Claims 30-33, 35, 41, 55, 57, 63, 64, 67, 69, 75 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over McZealin view of Barry, U.S. Pat. App. Pub.

32007/0174403 and Monroe.

Monroedisclosesin col. 20, lines 28 et seq. and in Fig. 9 a local server (460)

connected to a LAN, which provides a gateway to a wide area networklike the Internet.

In col. 32, lines 11 et seq. Monroe discloses that pre-recorded voice messages can be

delivered to a modem and then delivered throughout the Network. To have used

Monroe's teaching of connecting a local serverto an Internet server into McZeal’s
device would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art because a

local serverwill only reach a few, select individuals in close proximity to each other,

whereastheInternet will have global reach, thus insuring connectivity to clients

worldwide. |

Claims 42 and 76are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry and Monroe as applied to claim 30 above, and furtherin

view of Boukobza, U.S. Pat. App. Pub. #2006/0167883.

Boukobza’s method asdisclosed in [0020] and claim 14 is for load balancing

databases within a network having a plurality of servers. To have provided Boukobza’s

method of load balancing servers in Monroe as applied to McZeal would have been

obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art, because the skilled practitioner

would realize that as one server becomesfilled with IM, or as one serveris being
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inundated with high traffic volume, it would be necessary to route some of those IM to

another serverfor storing.

Claims 34, 56, 68 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry and Monroe asapplied to claim 30 above, and furtherin

view of Williamsetal.

Claims 37, 59, 71 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable —

over McZealin view of Barry and Monroeas applied to claim 30 above, andfurtherin

view of Sagiet al.

Claims 38, 60, 72 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Barry and Monroe asapplied to claim 30 above, and furtherin

view of Goodmanetal.

Claims 39, 61, 73 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZeal, Jr. in view of Barry and Monroe asapplied to claim 30 above, and further

in view of Gierachf.

Claims 40, 62, 74 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZeal, jr. in view of Barry and Monroe as applied to claim 30 above, and further

in view of Hollowell etal.

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to Creighton H.

Smith at telephone number 571/272-7546. ld hails/ '02 MAR ‘08 Abe) H Smith
Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2614
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant(s): Michael J. Rojas Examiner: Creighton Smith

Serial No: 10/740,030 Art Unit: 2614

Filed: December 18, 2003 Docket: 17188

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR Dated: February 19, 2008
INSTANT VoIP MESSAGING

Confirmation No. 1731

Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.111

Sir!

Applicant submits this Amendment and Responsein reply to the Official

Action dated September 18, 2007. Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration of the

application in view ofthe following amendments and remarks.

 

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC FILING

I hereby certify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the
United States Patent & Trademark Office via Electronic Filing through the United States
Patent and Trademark Office e-business website, on February 19, 2008.

Dated: February 19, 2008  ;
——Pe

] H\work} 732417 1 88\Amend\1 7188 .am] .doc
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IN THE CLAIMS

This version of the claims replaces and supercedesall prior versions of the claims.

1, (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for delivering

instant messages over a packet-switched network, the system comprising:

a client connected to the network, the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice message therefor, and transmitting the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the network; and

a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients enabled to

audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily storing the instant

voice messageif a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the stored instant voice

message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomesavailable.

2. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the packet-switched network is a local network.

3, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the packet-switched networkis the Internet.

4, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the client requests a list of recipients associated with the client from the server

2 H\work\1732\17188\Amend\1 7188.am1 doc
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and the server transmits the list of recipients to the client for selection of the one or more

recipients.

5, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the server delivers the instant voice message to the selected recipients that are

available.

6. Cancelled

7. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the client records the instant voice message in an audio file, transmits the audio

file to the server, and the server delivers the audio file to the selected recipients, the

selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the audiofile.

8. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 7,

wherein the client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audio file, and the

selected recipients being enabled to decrypt and decompress the audio file before audibly

playing the audio file.

9. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the client buffers each ofa plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

message as the instant messageis recorded,and the client transmits each successive

3 HAwork\1732\17188\Amend\17188.ami doc
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buffered portion to the server for delivery to the to the selected recipients, the selected

recipients being enabled to audibly playing each successive portion asit is delivered.

10. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

wherein the client is enabled to attach one or morefiles to the instant voice message and

the selected recipients are enabled to store or display the one or moreattachedfiles.

11. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

the system further comprising a public switched telephone network (PSTN)telephone

connected to the network to provide input audio of the instant voice messageto the client.

12. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1,

the system further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected

to the network to provide input audio of the instant voice message to the client.

13. (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a packet-switched network enabling public switched

telephone network (PSTN) support, the system comprising:

a PSTN telephone connected to the network for providing input audio;

a client connected to the network, the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice messagetherefor using the input audio provided by

the PSTN telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice

message therefor over the network;

4 Hs\work\1732\17 188\Amend\17 i88.am 1 .doc
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a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice messagetherefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled

to audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily storing the instant

voice message if a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the stored instant voice

message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes available.

14. (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a packet-switched network, the system comprising:

a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the network

for providing input audio;

a client connected to the network,the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by

the VoIP telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message

therefor over the network;

a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the network,the selected recipients being enabled

to audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily storing the instant 

voice message if a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the stored instant voice

message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes available.

5 HaAwork\1732\17188\Amend\!7188.am1 doc
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15. (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a plurality of packet-switched networks, the system

comprising:

a client connected to a local network, the client selecting one or more

externalrecipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice message therefor, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant

voice message therefor over the local network and the external network; and

a server connected to the external network, the server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice messagetherefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the external network, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily storing the

instantvoicemessage if a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the stored

instant voice message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes

available.

16. (Original) Theinstant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

the client further selects one or more local recipients connected to the local network and

transmits the selected local recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

local network, wherein the system further comprises:

a local server connected to the local network, the local server receiving the

selectedlocal recipients and the instant message therefor from the client, and delivering

the instant voice messageto the selected local recipients over the local network, the

selected local recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

6 He\work\h732\17188\Amend\! 7 188.am | .doc
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17. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the local network is a network within an enterprise.

18. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the external network is the Internet.

19. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the client requests a list of recipients associated with the client from the server

and the server transmits the list of recipients to the client for selection of the one or more

recipients.

20. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the server delivers the instant voice message to the selected recipients that are

available,

21. Cancelled

22. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the client records the instant voice messagein an audio file, transmits the audio

file to the server, and the server delivers the audio file to the selected recipients, the

selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the audiofile.

7 Hi\work\i 732\17188\Amend\l 7188.am! doc
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23, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 22,

whereinthe client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audiofile, and the

selected recipients are enabled to decrypt and decompress the audio file before audibly

playingthe audiofile.

24, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the client buffers each of a plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

message as the instant message is recorded, andthe client transmits each successive

portion to the server for delivery to the selected recipients, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly playing each successive portion as it is delivered.

25. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

wherein the client is enabled to attach one or more files to the instant voice message and

the selected recipients are enabledto store or display the one or more attached files.

26. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

the system further comprising a public switched telephone network (PSTN)telephone

connected to the local network to provide inputaudio of the instant voice message to the

client.

27. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15,

the system further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected

to the local network to provide input audio ofthe instant voice messageto the client.

8 H\work\1732\17188\Amend\17188.am1.doc
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28. (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks enabling public

switched telephone network (PSTN) support, the system comprising:

a PSTN telephone connected to a local network for providing input audio;

a client connected to the local network, the client selecting one or more

external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by the PSTN telephone,

and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

local network and the external network;

a server connected to the external network, the server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the external network, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily storing the

instant voice message if a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the stored

instant voice message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes

available.

29. (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the system

comprising:

a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to a local

network for providing input audio;

9 H\work\1732\17188\Amend\l 7188.am1 doc
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a client connected to the local network, the client selecting one or more

external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone,

and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

local network and the external network;

an server connected to the external network, the external server receiving

the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant

voice messageto the selected recipients over the external network, the selected recipients

being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message, and the server temporarily

storing the instant voice messageif a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the

stored instant voice message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes

available.

30, (Currently Amended) An instant voice messaging system for

delivering instant messages over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the system

comprising:

a client connected to an external network,theclient selecting one or more

recipients connected to a local network, generating an instant voice messagetherefor, and

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

external network; and

a external server system connected to the external network, the external

server system receivingthe selected recipients and the instant voice message, and routing

10 H:work\1732\17 188\Amend\17188,am1 doc
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the selected recipients and the instant voice message over the external network and the

local network;

a local server connected to the local network, the local server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the local network, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message, and the local server temporarily

storing the instant voice messageif a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the

stored instant voice messageto the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes

available.

31. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

the client further selects one or more external recipients connected to the external and

transmits the selected external recipients over the external network to the external server,

and the external server receives the selected external recipients and delivers the instant

voice message to the selected external recipients over the external network, the selected

external recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

32. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the local network is a network within an enterprise.

33, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the external network is the Internet.
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34. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the client requests a list of recipients associated with the client from the external

server system and the external server system transmits the list of recipients to the client

for selection of the one or more recipients.

35. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the local server delivers the instant voice message to the selected recipients that

are available.

36. Cancelled

37. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the client records the instant voice message in an audio file, transmits the audio

file to the external server, the external server system routes the audiofile to the local

server, and the local server delivers the audio file to the selected recipients, the selected

recipients being enabled to audibly play the audio file.

38. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 37,

whereinthe client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audio file, and the

selected recipients are enabled to decrypt and decompress the audio file before audibly

playing the audiofile.
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39, (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the client buffers each of a plurality of successive portions ofthe instant voice

message as the instant messageis recorded, and the client transmits each successive

buffered portion to the external server system, the external server system routes each

successive portion to the local server, and the local server delivers each successive

portion to the to the selected recipients, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly

play each successive portionas it is delivered.

40. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the client is enabled to attach one or morefiles to the instant voice message and

the selected recipients are enabled to store or display the one or moreattachedfiles.

4]. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

the system further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected

to the client via a local network, the client providing input audio of the instant voice

messageto the client via the local network.

42. (Original) The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30,

wherein the external server system comprises:

a transport server mesh includinga plurality of transport servers for

routing instant voice messages;

a directory server for maintaining the transport server mesh and

facilitating load-balancing of the instant voice messages within the transport server mesh.
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43. (Currently Amended) A methodfor instant voice messaging over a

packet-switched network, the method comprising:

selecting one or more recipients for instant voice messagingat a client;

generating an instant voice message forthe selected recipients at the

client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network;

temporarily storing at the server the instant voice messageif a selected

recipient is unavailable;

delivering from the server the stored instant voice message to the selected

recipient once the selected recipient becomes available; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

44, (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:

requesting from the clienta list of recipients associated with the client

from the server; and

transmitting from the server thelist of recipients to the client for selection

of the one or more recipients.
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45. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients that are available.

46. Cancelled.

47. (Original) The methed for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:

recording the instant voice message at the client in an audio file;

transmitting the audio file to the server;

delivering the audiofile from the server to the selected recipients; and

audibly playing the audio file at the least one of the selected recipients.

48. (Original) The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim

47, wherein the method further comprises:

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audiofile at the client;

decrypting and decompressing the audiofile at the at least one selected

recipient; and

audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audiofile at the least one

ofthe selected recipients.
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49. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, further comprising:

buffering each ofa plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

message at the client as the instant messageis recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive buffered portion to the server;

delivering each successive portion from the serverto the selected

recipients, the selected recipients audibly playing each successive portion asit is

delivered.

50. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice messageatthe client;

storing or displaying the one or more attached files at the selected

recipients.

51. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:

providing input audio of the instant voice messageto the client from a

public switched telephone network (PSTN) telephone connected to the network.

52. (Original) The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim

43, wherein the method further comprises:
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providing input audio of the instant voice message to the client from a

voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the network.

53. (Currently Amended) A methodforinstant voice messaging over a

packet-switched network enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN) support,

the method comprising:

providing input audio via a PSTN telephone connected over the network;

selecting one or more recipients for instant voice messagingat a client;

generating an instant voice message using the input audio from the PSTN

telephone forthe selected recipients at the client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message thereforat

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network;

temporarily storing at the server the instant voice message if a selected

recipient is unavailable;

delivering from the server the stored instant voice message to the selected

recipient once the selected recipient becomes available; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at selected recipients.
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54. (Currently Amended) A method for instant voice messaging over a

packet-switched network, the method comprising:

providing input audio via a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone

connected over the network;

selecting one or more recipients for instant voice messaging at a client;

generating an instant voice message using the input audio from the VoIP

telephonefor the selected recipients at the client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message thereforat

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network;

temporarily storing at the server the instant voice message if a sele

recipient is unavailable;

delivering from the server the stored instant voice message to the selected

recipient once the selected recipient becomes available; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

55. (Currently Amended) A methodfor instant voice messaging over a

plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the method comprising:
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selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messaging at a

client connected to a local network, the one or more external recipients connected to an

external network outside the local network;

generating an instant voice message for the selected external recipients at

the client;

transmitting the selected external recipients and the instant voice message

therefor over the local network and the external network;

receiving the selected external recipients and the instant voice message

therefor at an external server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected external recipients

over the external network;

temporarily storing the instant voicemessage at the external server if'a

selected recipient is unavailable:

delivering the stored instant voice message to the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomesavailable; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected external

recipients.

56. (Original} The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises:

requesting from the external server a list of external recipients associated

with the client; and
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transmitting the list of external recipients fromthe external serverto the

client for selection of the one or more external recipients.

57. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from the external server to the

selected recipients that are available.

58. Cancelled.

59, (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises:

recording the instant voice messagein an audiofile at the client;

transmitting the audio file to the external server;

delivering the audio file to the selected recipients from the external server;

and

audibly playing the audiofile at the selected recipients.

60. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

59, wherein the method further comprises:

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audiofile at the client;

and

decrypting and decompressing the audio file at the selected recipients; and
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audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audiofile at the selected

recipients.

61. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises:

buffering each ofa plurality of successive portions ofthe instant voice

message at the client as the instant messageis recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive portion to the external server;

delivering each successive portion from the external server to the selected

external recipients,

audibly playing each successive portion at the selected external recipients

as it is delivered.

62. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice message;

storing or displaying the one or moreattached files at the selected external

recipients.

63. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherem the method further comprises providing input audio of the instant voice

message to the client from a public switched telephone network (PSTN) telephone over

the local network.
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64. (Original) The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim

55, wherein the method further comprises providing input audio ofthe instant voice

messageto the client from a voice-over-internet-protoco! (VoIP) telephone over the local

network.

65. (Currently Amended) A methodfor instant voice messaging system

over a plurality of packet-switched networks enabling public switched telephone network

(PSTN)support, the method comprising:

providing input audio via a PSTN telephone connectedto a local network;

selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messaging at a

client, the one or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the

local network;

generating an instant voice message for the one or more external recipients

using the input audio provided by the PSTN telephone;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the local network and the external network:

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

a server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice messageto the selected recipients from the

server over the external network;

temporarily storing at the serverthe instant voice message if a selected

recipient is unavailable;
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delivering from the server the stored instant voice message to the selected

recipient once the selected recipient becomes available; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

66, (Currently Amended) A methodfor instant voice messaging system

overa plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the method comprising:

providing input audio via a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone

connected to a local network;

selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messaging at a

client, the one or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the

local network;

generating an instant voice message for the one or more external recipients

using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the local network and the external network;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

a server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients from the

server over the external network;

temporarilystoringattheservertheinstantvoicemessageifaselected

recipient is unavailable;

delivering from the server the stored instant voice messagetotheselected

recipient once the selected recipient becomes available; and
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audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

67. (Currently Amended) A method for instant voice messaging over a

plurality of a plurality of packet-switched networks, the method comprising:

selecting one or more recipients connected to a local network at a client

connected to an external network;

generating an instant voice messagefor the selected recipients at the

client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the external network from the client to an external server system;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message at the

external server system;

routing the selected recipients and the instant voice message over the

external network and the local network;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice messagetherefor at

a local server connected to the local network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients over the

local network;

temporarily storing the instant voice messageat the local server if.a

selected recipient is unavailable;

delivering the stored instant voice messageto the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomes available: and
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audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

68. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

requesting a list of recipients associated with the client from the external

server system; and

transmitting the list of recipients from the external server system to the

client for selection of the one or more recipients.

69. (Original) The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from thelocal server to the selected

recipients that are available.

70. Cancelled

71. (Original) The method forinstant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

recording the instant voice messagein an audiofile at the client,

transmitting the audio file from the client to the external server system;

routing the audio file from the external server system to the local server;

and
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delivering the audiofile from the local server to the selected recipients;

and

audibly playing the audio file at the selected recipients.

72. (Original) The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim

71, wherein the method further comprises:

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audiofile at the client;

decrypting and decompressing the audiofile at the selected recipients;

audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audiofile at the selected

recipients.

73. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

buffering each of a plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

message at the client as the instant message is recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive portion to the external server

system;

routing each successive portion from the external server system to the

local server;

delivering each successive portion from local serverto the selected

external recipients; and

audibly playing each successive portion at the selected recipients as it is

delivered.
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74. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice message at the client;

storing or displaying the one or more attached files at the selected

recipients,

75, (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

providing input audio of the instant voice message from a voice-over-

internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone to the client via a local network connecting the VoIP

telephoneto theclient.

76. (Original) The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim

67, wherein the method further comprises:

maintaining a transport server mesh including a plurality of transport

servers for routing instant voice messages; and

load-balancing the instant voice messages within the transport server
mesh,
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REMARKS

Applicanthasfiled the present Amendment and Responsein reply to the

outstanding Official Action of September 18, 2007, and the Applicant believes the

Amendment and Responseto be fully responsive to the Official Action for at least the

reasonsset forth herein.

Applicant would like to thank the Examiner for indicating that claims 6, 21, 36,

42, 58, 70 and 76 have allowable subject matter and would be allowed if rewritten in

independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and all intervening

claims. Accordingly, independent claims 1, 15, 30, 43, 55 and 67 have been rewritten

incorporating the subject matter of allowable claims 6, 21, 36, 46, 58 and 70,

respectively. Applicant submits that the independent claims should be allowed in view of

the aforementioned amendments.

Additionally, Applicant notes that independent claims 13, 14, 28, 29, 53, 54, 65

and 66 have been amended. Each ofthe above-identified independent claims have been

amended to recite similar limitations as the allowableclaims, e.g., the server temporarily

storing the instant voice message if a selected recipient is unavailable and delivering the

stored instant voice message to the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes

available or temporarily storing at the server the instant voice message if a selected

recipient is unavailable and delivering from the server the stored instant voice message to

the selected recipient once the selected recipient becomes available. Claims 6, 21, 36, 46,

58 and 70 have been cancelled. No new matter has been added to the application by way

of the aforementioned amendments. Applicant submits that all of the pending claims

should be allowable in view of the aforementioned amendments.
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Claims 1-3, 5, 11-18, 26-29, 43, 45, 51-54, 65, and 66 were rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 102(e) as being anticipated by McZeal Jr., U.S. Patent No. 6,763,226. Claims 4,

19, 20, and 44 were rejected under § 103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal, U.S.

Patent No. 6,763,226 in view ofWilliamset al., U.S. Pat. Pub 2004/0252679 (Williams).

Claims 7, 22 and 47 were rejected under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) as being unpatentable over

McZeal in view of Sagi et al., U.S. Pat. Pub. 2003/0087632. Claims 8, 23, and 48 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C § 103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal in view of

Goodman et al., U.S. Pat. Pub 2004/0122906. Claims 9, 24 and 49 were rejected under

35 U.S.C § 103{a) as being unpatentable over McZeal in view ofGierachf, U.S. Pat. Pub

2005/0053230. Claims 10, 25 and 50 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over McZeal in view ofHollowell et al., U.S. Pat. Pub 2005/0105697.

Claims 30-33, 35, 41, 55, 57, 63, 64, 67, 69 and 75 were rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal in view of Monroe, U.S. Patent No.

6,970,183. Claims 34, 56 and 68 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over McZeal, Williams and Monroe. Claims 37, 59 and 71 were rejected

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal, Sagi in view of Monroe.

Claims 38, 60 and 72 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over McZeal, Goodman and Monroe. Claims 39, 61 and 73 were rejected

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal, Gierachf and Monroe.

Claims 40, 62 and 74 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over

McZeal, Hollowell in view of Monroe.

Applicant submits that the rejections set forth in the outstanding Official Action

and listed above are rendered mootby the aforementioned amendments.
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Based upon the foregoing, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner

withdraw all of the pending rejections pursuant to either 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) or § 103(a).

In conclusion, the Applicant believes that the above-identified application is in

condition for allowance and henceforth respectfully solicits the Examiner to allow the

application. Ifthe Examinerbelieves a telephone conference might expedite the

allowanceofthis application, the Applicant respectfully requests that the Examinercall

the undersigned, Applicant’s attorney, at the following telephone number: (516) 742-

4343.

Respectfully submitted,

a(fp

 
Scully, Scott, Murphy & Presser, P.C.
400 Garden City Plaza, Suite 300
Garden City, New York 11530
$16-742-4343

SW:reg
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COMBINED AMENDMENT & PETITION FOREXTENSION OF ||)Docket No.
TIME UNDER 37 CER1.136(a) (Small Entity) 17188

In Re Application Of: Michael J. Rojas

  

Application No, Filing Date Examiner Customer No.|Group Art Unit|Confirmation No.

10/740,030 December £8, 2003 Creighton Smith

Invention; SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INSTANT VoIP MESSAGING

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

This is a combined amendment and petition under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period forfiling a

responseto the Office Action of _Se tember 18, 2007_jn the above-identified application.fe

The requested extension is as follows (checktime period desired):

LJ One month Two months (C) Three months C} Four months C Five months

from:
Date

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

The fee for the amendment and extension of time has been calculated as shown below:

 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED

CLAIMS REMAINING HIGHEST# NUMBER EXTRA ADDITIONAL

AFTER AMENDMENT PREV. PAID FOR CLAIMS PRESENT

TOTAL CLAIMS 70 x $25.00 |
INDEP. CLAIMS 14 x $105.00

FEE FOR AMENDMENT

 

FEE FOR EXTENSION OF TIME $230.00

TOTAL FEE FOR AMENDMENTAND EXTENSION OFTIME || $230.00

 
P2BSMALLIREVOS.
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=

| COMBINED AMENDMENT & PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF Docket No. |17188 || TIME UNDER37 CFR 1.136(a) (Small Entity)

The fee for the amendment and extensionof time is to be paid as follows:

Ci Acheck in the amount of for the amendment and extensionof time is enclosed.

1 Please charge Deposit Account No. _19-1013/SSMP_ in the amount of $230.00

& The Director is hereby authorized to charge paymentof the following fees associated with this
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. —-19-113/SSMP

% Any additionalfiling fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.16.
&) Any patent application processing fees under 37 CFR 1.17.

If an additional extension of time is required, please considerthis a petition therefor and charge any additional
fees which may be required to Deposit Account No.

Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038is attached.

WARNING: Information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

| hereby certify that this correspondence
=f deposited with the United States Postal

Scully, Scott, Murphy & Presser, P.C. sufficient postage as first class mail j
400 Garden City Plaza - Suite 300
Garden City, New York 11530
(516) 742-4343 —ay

 

oped or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 10740030 

Filing Date: 18-Dec-2003 

Title of Invention: System and methodforinstant VolP messaging

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Michael J. Rojas

Attorney Docket Number: 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility Filing Fees 

Sub-Totalin

USD($)Description Fee Code Quantity Amount
 

Basic Filing:

Pages: 

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-lssuance:

Extension-of-Time:
 

Extension - 2 months with $0 paid
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 ee
Miscellaneous:
 

Total in USD ($) 230 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

ee
Application Number: 10740030 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: System and methodfor instant VolP messaging

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Michael J. Rojas

Customer Number: 23389 

Filer: Paul J. Esatto/Roseann Gallo 

Filer Authorized By: Paul J. Esatto

Receipt Date: 19-FEB-2008 

Filing Date: 18-DEC-2003 

Time Stamp: 18:43:01

Application Type: Utility under 35 USG 111(a)

Paymentinformation:

 
 

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Deposit Account
Payment was successfully received in RAM $230

RAM confirmation Number 4208

Deposit Account 191013

Authorized User

 

 

 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)
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File Listing: 

Document as . File Size(Bytes) Multi Pages
Number Document Description Fie Heme /Message Digest| Part /.zip| (if appl.) 

1389410

AMEND1EOT.paf yes 322315737bi S542205eldeagidedoSdedas
7868836

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

Document Description Start End

Amendment- After Non-Final Rejection 1 1

2 27

 

 

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment

31 32Extension of Time
 

Warnings:

Information: 

8139 |
Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) fee-info.pdf a no396425fd3ich9aSb8204651233797abib

789be7

Warnings:

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1397549

 
This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see
37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course andthe date
shownonthis Acknowledgement Receiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions
of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the
application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course,

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary
componentsfor aninternationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the
International Application Numberand ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due
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Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
Creighton H. Smith 2614 P|

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY(30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensionsof time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after’ the mailing date of this communication, evenifotefiled, may reduce any
eared patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(6).

   
 
 

Status

1)L) Responsive to communication(s) filed on___
2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b) Thisaction is non-final.
3)L) Sincethis application is in condition forallowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4) Claim(s) is/are pending in the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L) Claim(s)____ is/are allowed.

6)K] Claim(s) 1-5,7-20,22-35, 37-41, 43-45, 47-57, 59-69 and 71-75is/are rejected.
7) Claim(s) 6,21,36,42,46,58,70 and 76 is/are objected to.
8)L] Claim(s)_ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

 

 

 

 

Application Papers

9)The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

_ 10) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAI b){] Some * c)] Noneof:

1.1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.0] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __
3.0) Copiesofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) i] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) — Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) _] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date.__
3) OX] information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) [] Notice of Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s}/Mail Date 23.08.04. 6) CO Other:

 
U.S. Palen! and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) ; Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20070911
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The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless—

(e) the invention was describedin (1) an applicationfor patent, published under section-122(b), by
anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351{a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
onlyif the international application designated the United States and was published underArticle 21(2)
of suchtreaty in the English language.

Claims 1-3, 5, 11-18, 26-29, 43, 45, 51-54, 65, 66 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 102(E) as being anticipated by McZeal, Jr., U.S. Patent #6,763,226.

McZeal disclosesin col. 4, lines 18 et seq. that until his invention there was no

device which would take full advantage of the Internet and instant messaging for voice

quality purposes, and which uses computerdata networksforvoice.

In col. 28, lines 5 et seq., McZeal discloses that his invention provides
customers with instant voice messaging which uses Voice overInternet Protocol (VoIP).
In col. 16, lines 39 et seq., McZeal discloses that his invention can use both the Internet

and the PSTN.

For claims 2 & 3, McZeal discloses in cols. 1 & 16, lines 42-43 & 25-30 that

his invention can be used in local or wide area networks, i.e., LANWAN.
Regarding claim 11, see McZeal @ col. 16, lines 42 & 59-60.

Pertaining to claim 30, with McZeal’s disclosure that his device can be usedin

either a WAN(internet) or LAN (local area network). If the voice messageis to be

routed out beyond a LAN, then an external serving system will be employed until the
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message reachesthe recipient inside of the LAN, whereupon the LAN andits

associated serverwill route the messageto the intended recipient.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisfor all .

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Claims 4, 19, 20, 44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Williams et al, U.S. Patent Publication #2004/0252679.

Williamset al disclose in -0055 that a messaging server (105) will save a voice

message andsenda list of recipients to the user from an address book. To have

provided Williams teaching of a server providing a usera callinglist of recipients in

McZeal’s Instant Voice Messaging server system would have been obvious to a person

having ordinary skill in the art, becausethe skilled practitioner in the communications
and serverarts will readily realize that there are an unlimited amount of commands and

information that a server can hold which can be communicated to anyone throughout

the world that has the proper equipment.

Claims 7, 22, 47, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Sagi et al, U.S. Patent Publication #2003/0087632.

Sagi et al disclose in claim 24 where a serverwill receive an audiofile from aa

subscriber, and then in claim 29 Sagi et al disclose that the transmission is sent to a

second subscriber. To have similarly used Sagiet al disclosure of transmitting an audio
file to a server in McZeal’s device would have been obvious to a person having ordinary
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skill in the art, because the skilled practitioner in the communicationsartwill realize that

the sending party can eitherdirectly record a voice message or send an audiofile.

Either way, a called party will receive the voice message.

Claims 8, 23,48 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

McZeal in view of Goodmanetal, U.S. Patent Publication #2004/0122906..

Goodmanetal disclose in J-0033 that an audio message can be transformed from

any of encrypted, decrypted, compressed, or decompressed format. To have similarly

provided Goodman'steaching of encrypting, decrypting, compressing, and

decompressing audio into McZeal’s device would have been obviousto a person having

ordinary sill in the art, because by compressing the audio will take up less memory in |
the server.

Claims 9, 24, 49, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZeal in view of Gierachf, U.S. Patent Publication #2005/0053230.

Gierachf disclosesin [-0044 in Step 266 that the audio data, or voice message,is
sent to an audio buffer 19B’. To have similarly used Gierachf method of buffering the

audio data in McZeal’s device would have been obvious to a person having ordinary

skill in the art. |

Claims 10, 25, 50, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Hollowell et al, U.S. Patent Publication #2005/0105697.

Hollowell et al teach in J-0031 attaching an email message to an audio message.

To have provided this teaching in McZeal would have been obvious to a person having

ordinaryskill in the art becausethe skilled practitioner in this communicationsart will
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realize the efficiency of alerting a multitude of persons located throughoutthe world that

an email from the senderis being sent to the recipients, such as the minutes of an -

important meeting. |

Claims 30-33, 35, 41, 55, 57, 63, 64, 67, 69, 75 are rejected under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over McZeal in view of Monroe, U.S. Patent #6970183.

Monroedisclosesin col. 20, lines 28 et seq. and in Fig. 9 a local server (460)

connected to a LAN,which provides a gateway to a wide area networklike the Internet..

In col. 32, lines 11 et seq. Monroe discloses that pre-recorded voice messages can be

delivered to a modem and then delivered throughout the Network. To have used

Monroe’s teaching of connecting a local server to an Internet server into McZeal’s

device would have bean obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art because a

local serverwill only reach a few,select individuals in close proximity to each other,

whereasthe Internetwill have global reach, thus insuring connectivity to clients

worldwide.

Claims 34, 56, 68 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Monroe as applied to claim 30 above, and further in view of

Williamsetal. |

Claims 37, 59, 71 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Monroe as applied to claim30 above, and furtherin view of Sagi

et al.
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Claims 38, 60, 72 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZealin view of Monroe as applied to claim 30 above, and further in view of

Goodmanetal.

Claims 39, 61, 73 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZeal, Jr. in view of Monroe as applied to claim30 above, and furtherin view of

Gierachf.

Claims 40, 62, 74 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over McZeal, jr. in view of Monroe as applied to claim30 above, and further in view of

Hollowell etal.

Claims 6, 21, 36, 42, 46, 58, 70, 76 are objected to as being dependent upon a

rejected baseclaim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independentform including all

of the limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Malik, Grabelsky et al, Weiner

Anyinquiry concerning this communication should be directed to Creighton H.

Smith at telephone number 571/272-7546. (i i, L/.of f “ ~
11 SEP ‘07 Creighton H Smith

oe Primary Examiner
Art Unit 2614
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Applicant(s): Michael J. Rojas Examiner: Unassigned
Serial No: —10/740,030 Art Unit: 2661

Filed: December 18, 2003 Docket: 17188

For: — SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR Dated: August 19, 2004
INSTANT VoIP MESSAGING

Confirmation No. 1731

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98, it is requested that the following

references, which are also listed on the attached Form PTO-1449, be made of record in the

above-identified case.

1. http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/cc/pd/nemnsw/callmn/prodlit/
cm33_ds.htm; “Data Sheet Cisco CallManager Version 3.3”.

2. http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/ps1925/products_data
sheet 09186 200800a3c3d.html; “Data Sheet Cisco MGX 8000 Series”.

 

3. http://www.hsteliann.com/english/?zone=3100-V21P; “Teliphone 3100-
V21P”.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER37 C.E.R. §1.8(a)
I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the United States

Postal Serviceas first class mail in an envelope addressed to: Mail Stop Amendment,
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SYSTEM AND METHOD

FOR INSTANT VoIP MESSAGING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Technical Field of the Invention

Thepresentinvention generally relates to Internet telephony (IP

telephony). More particularly, the present invention is directed to a system and method

for enabling local and global instant VoIP messaging over an IP network, such as the

Internet, with PSTN support.

Description of the Prior Art

Traditional telephony is based on a public switched telephone network

(.e., “PSTN”). In the PSTN, a telephoneterminal is electrically connected to a

conventional or legacy switch. The telephone terminal and the legacy switch

communicate via a proprietary protocol, which maybedifferent depending on the vendor

ofthe legacy switch. Circuit switching provides a communication path (i.e., dedicated

circuit) for a telephone call from the telephone terminal to another device over the PSTN,

including another telephone terminal. During the telephonecall, voice communication

takes place over that communication path.

An alternative to the PSTN is Voice over Internet Protocol(i.e., “VoIP”),

also known asIP telephonyor Internet telephony. In the IP telephony, a VoIP terminal

device is connected to a packet-switched network(e.g., Internet) and voice

21s HAwork\1732\17188\Spec\l7188new | spc.doc
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communication from the VoIP terminal device is digitized, packetized and transmitted

over the packet-switched network to a destination VoIP terminal device, which

reconstructs the packets and audibly plays, stores or otherwise processes the

transmission. The VoIP terminal device may be a VoIP telephone or a general-purpose

personal computer (PC) enabled for IP telephony. More specifically, the PC is

programmed with the software and equipped with audio input/output devices (e¢.g., a

combination of microphone and speakeror a headset) to serve as a VoIP terminaldevice.

The PC so enabled and equipped will herein be referred to as a VoIP terminal device or a

VoIP softphone.

Figure 1 is an illustrative exampleofa prior art IP telephony system 100.

The IP telephony system 100 comprises a packet-switched IP network 102, such as the

Internet, which transmits VoIP traffic from andto a plurality of terminal devices 104, 106

and 110. Terminal device 104 is a VoIP softphonethat is enabled for IP telephony over

the network 102. Terminal device 106 is a VoIP telephone, which is connected to the

network 102 via a softswitch 108. The VoIP softswitch 108 is disposed on the packet-

switched network (e.g., Internet) 102 between an origination terminal device (such as

VoIP softphone 104) and a destination terminal device (such as VoIP telephone 106), and

routes packets over the packet-switched IP network 102. The softswitch 108 may also

manage and perform administrative functions for the terminal device or devices(e.g.,
VoIP telephone 106) to which it is connected. Whether the terminal device is a VoIP

softphone 104 or a VoIP telephone 106, the terminal device is connected to the IP

network 102 via a networking standard such as Ethernet, Bluetooth, IEEE 1394 (also

2. H:\work\1732\17188\Spec\t 7188new | .spe.doc
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known as “Firewire”), IEEE 802.11 (also known as “WiFi”), or networking over serial

communication channels such as the Universal Serial Bus(i.e., “USB’’). Data

communication over the network then takes place using a connection protocol, ¢.g.,

transfer contro! protocol/Internet protocol(i.e., “TCP/IP”).

Further regarding Fig. 1, terminal device 110 is a legacy telephone thatis

connected to a legacy switch 112 for (circuit-switched) voice communications over the

PSTN 116 with other terminal devices. A media gateway 114 may be provided between

the legacy switch 112 and the packet-switched network 102 to enable IP telephony

between the legacy telephone 110 and a VoIP terminal device, such as a VoIP softphone

104 or VoIP telephone 106. Morespecifically, the media gateway 114 converts the audio

signal carried over PSTN to packets carried over the packet-switched IP network 102. In

addition, a media gateway 118 may be disposed over the PSTN 116 and connected to a

softswitch 120 to convert the audio signal from the legacy telephone 110 to packets

routed over the IP network 102 via the softswitch 120.

Voice messaging in both the VoIP and PSTN is known. More

specifically, the foregoing systems may be provided with a facility to allow users to leave

voice messages for recipients, whichis a feature that is familiar to anyone who uses a

telephone. Conventionally, leaving a voice message involves dialing the recipient's

telephone number (often without knowing whether the recipient will answer), waiting for

the connection to be established, speaking to an operator or navigating through a menu of

options,listening to a greeting message, and recording the messageforlater pickup by
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the recipient. In that message, the user must typically identify himself or herself in order

for the recipient to return thecall.

Instant text messaging is likewise known. More specifically, a user is

provided with a client terminal, which is typically a general-purpose PC programmed

with instant text messaging software and in data communication over an IP network with

an instant text-messaging server. The instant text-messaging server presents the user, via

the client terminal, with a list of persons whoare currently “online” and ready to receive

text messages on their ownclient terminals. The user then uses the client terminal to

select one or more persons to whom the messagewill be sent and types in a text message.

The text message is sent immediately via the text-messaging serverto the selected one or

more persons and is displayed on their respective client terminals.

However, notwithstanding the foregoing advances in the VoIP/PSTN

voice communication and voice/text messaging,thereis still a need in the art for

providing a system and method for providing instant VoIP messaging over an IP network.

Moreparticularly, there is a need in the art for providing local and global instant voice

messaging over VoIP with PSTN support.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The presentinvention is directed to a system and methodfor enabling

local and global instant VoIP messaging overan IP network, such as the Internet.
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According to an embodiment of the present invention, there is provided an

instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a packet-switched

network, the system comprising: a client connected to the network,the client selecting

one or more recipients, generating an instant voice message therefor, and transmitting the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the network; and a server

connected to the network, the server receiving the selected recipients and the instant

voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice messageto the selected

recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the

instant voice message.

According to another embodimentofthe present invention,there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

packet-switched network enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN) support,

the system comprising: a PSTN telephone connected to the network for providing input

audio; a client connected to the network,the client selecting one or more recipients,

generating an instant voice message thereforusing the input audio provided by the PSTN

telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network; a server connected to the network,the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled

to audibly play the instant voice message.
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According to a further embodimentof the present invention,there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

packet-switched network, the system comprising: a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP)

telephone connected to the network for providing input audio; a client connected to the

network, the client selecting one or more recipients, generating an instant voice message

therefor using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone, and transmitting the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the network; a server

connected to the network,the server receiving the selected recipients and the instant

voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice messageto the selected

recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the

instant voice message.

Accordingto still another embodimentof the present invention, there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

plurality of packet-switched networks, the system comprising: a client connected to a

local network,the client selecting one or more external recipients connected to an

external network outside the local network, generating an instant voice messagetherefor,

and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice messagetherefor over the

local network and the external network; and a server connected to the external network,

the server receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and

delivering the instant voice messageto the selected recipients over the external network,

the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.
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According to yet another embodimentof the present invention,there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

plurality of packet-switched networks enabling public switched telephone network

(PSTN)support, the system comprising: a PSTN telephone connected to a local network

for providing input audio; a client connected to the local network,the client selecting one

or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network,

generating an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by the PSTN

telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the local network and the external network; a server connected to the external

network,the server receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message

therefor, and delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients over the

external network, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice

message.

According to yet a further embodimentofthe present invention,there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

plurality of packet-switched networks, the system comprising: a voice-over-internet-

protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to a local network for providing input audio; a

client connected to the local network,the client selecting one or more external recipients

connected to an external network outside the local network, generating an instant voice

message therefor using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone, and transmitting

the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the local network and

the external network; an server connected to the external network, the external server
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receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering

the instant voice messageto the selected recipients over the external network, the selected

recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

Accordingto still a further embodimentof the present invention,there is

provided an instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over a

plurality of packet-switched networks, the system comprising: a client connected to an

external network,the client selecting one or more recipients connected to a local network,

generating an instant voice message therefor, and transmitting the selected recipients and

the instant voice message therefor over the external network; an external server system

connected to the external network, the external server syste receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message, and routing the selected recipients and the

instant voice message over the external network and the local network; a local server

connected to the local network, the local server receiving the selected recipients and the

instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice messageto the selected

recipients over the local network, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the

instant voice message.

According to an embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a

method for instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network, the method

comprising: selecting one or morerecipients for instant voice messagingata client;

generating an instant voice messagefor the selected recipients at the client; transmitting

the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the network from the
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client to a server; receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

at the server; delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network; and audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected

recipients.

According to another embodimentofthe present invention,there is

provided a method for instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network enabling

public switched telephone network (PSTN) support, the method comprising: providing

input audio via a PSTN telephone connected over the network; selecting one or more

recipients for instant voice messagingat a client; generating an instant voice message

using the input audio from the PSTN telephonefor the selected recipientsat the client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

network from theclient to a server; receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice

message therefor at the server; delivering the instant voice message from theserver to the

selected recipients over the network; and audibly playing the instant voice messageat the

selected recipients.

According to a further embodimentofthe present invention,there is

provided a method for instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network,the

method comprising: providing input audio via a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP)

telephone connected over the network; selecting one or more recipients for instant voice

messaging at a client; generating an instant voice message using the input audio from the

VoIP telephonefor the selected recipients at the client; transmitting the selected
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recipients andthe instant voice message therefor over the network from the client to a

server; receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message thereforat the

server; delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected recipients over

the network; and audibly playing the instant voice messageatthe selected recipients.

According tostill another embodimentof the present invention,there is

provided a method for instant voice messaging over a plurality of packet-switched

networks, the method comprising: selecting one or more external recipients for instant

voice messagingat a client connected to a local network, the one or more external

recipients connected to an external network outside the local network; generating an

instant voice message for the selected external recipients at the client; transmitting the

selected external recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the local network

and the external network; receiving the selected external recipients and the instant voice

messagetherefor at an external server connected to the external network; delivering the

instant voice message to the selected external recipients over the external network; and

audibly playing the instant voice messageat the selected external recipients.

According to yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, there is

provided a methodfor instant voice messaging system overa plurality ofpacket-switched

networks enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN) support, the method

comprising: providing input audio via a PSTN telephone connected to a local network;

selecting one or moreexternal recipients for instant voice messaging ata client, the one

or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network;
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generating an instant voice message for the one or more external recipients using the

input audio provided by the PSTN telephone; transmitting the selected recipients and the

instant voice messagetherefor over the local network and the external network; receiving

the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at a server connected to the

external network; delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients from the

server over the external network; and audibly playing the instant voice messageat the

selected recipients.

Accordingto still a further embodimentof the present invention, there is

provided a method for instant voice messaging system overa plurality of packet-switched

networks, the method comprising: providing input audio via a voice-over-internet-

protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to a local network; selecting one or more external

recipients for instant voice messaging at a client, the one or more external recipients

connected to an external network outside the local network; generating an instant voice

message for the one or more external recipients using the input audio provided by the

VoIP telephone; transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message

therefor over the local network and the external network; receiving the selected recipients

and the instant voice message therefor at a server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice messageto the selected recipients from the server over the

external network; and audibly playing the instant voice messageat the selected recipients.

According to yet a further embodiment ofthe present invention, there is

provided a method for instant voice messaging over a plurality of a plurality ofpacket-
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switched networks, the method comprising: selecting one or more recipients connected to

a local network at a client connected to an external network; generating an instant voice

message for the selected recipients at the client; transmitting the selected recipients and

the instant voice message therefor over the external network from the client to an external

server system; receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice messageat the

external server system; routing the selected recipients and the instant voice message over

the external network and the local network; receiving the selected recipients and the

instant voice message therefor at a local server connected to the local network; delivering

the instant voice message to the selected recipients over the local network; audibly

playing the instant voice messageatthe selected recipients.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become

apparent to one skilled in the art, in view ofthe following detailed description taken in

combination with the attached drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates an exampleofa priorart IP telephony system;

Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary local IVM system for enabling instant

voice messaging accordingto the present invention;

Figure 3 illustrates an exemplary IVM client of Figure 2 for enabling

instant voice messaging according to the present invention;

Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary IVM serverofFigure 2 for enabling

instant voice messaging accordingto the present invention;
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Figure5 illustrates an exemplary global IVM system comprisinga local

IVM system and global IVM clients, according to the present invention;

Fig. 6 illustrates an exemplary global IVM server system depicted in Fig.

5, according to the present invention;

Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary transport server depicted in Fig. 6,

according to the present invention;

Fig. 8 illustrates an exemplary directory server depicted in Fig. 6,

according to the present invention; and

Fig. 9 illustrates an exemplary global IVM system comprising a plurality

of local IVM systems and global IVM clients, according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to a system and method for enabling

local and global instant VoIP messaging over an IP network with PSTN support.

Figure 2 is an exemplary illustration of a local instant voice messaging

(IVM) system 200 accordingto the present invention. The instant voice messaging

system 200 comprises a local IVM server 202 that provides the core functionality for

enabling instant voice messaging with PSTN support according to the present invention.

Thearchitecture ofthe local IVM server 202 will be described in detail hereinbelow with

reference to Fig. 4. According to the exemplary IVM system 200, the local IVM server

202 is enabled to provide instant voice messaging to one or more IVM clients 206 and

208, as well support instant voice messaging for PSTN legacy telephones 110. It is noted
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that although Fig. 2 depicts one ofeach IVM client 206, 208 and legacy telephone 110

for clarity and brevity, the local TVM server 202 is enabled to support a plurality of each

of the foregoing IVM clients 206, 208 and legacy telephone 110. The local packet-

switched IP network 204 interconnects the [VM clients 206, 208 and the legacy telephone

110 to the local IVM server 202 as wellas interconnecting the local IVM server 202 to

the local IP network 204. The network 204 maybe a local area network (LAN), a wide

area network (WAN), or the like, which supports both wired and wireless devices. The

exemplary IVM client 208 is a VoIP softphone, the architecture of which will be

described in detail hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 3. A microphone 212 is connected

to the IVM client 208 and enables the recording of an instant voice message according to

the present invention into an audio file 210 for transmission to the local IVM server 202

over the network 204. An input device 218 (e.g., a keyboard) is connected to the VM

client 208 to select one or morerecipients that are to receive the recorded instant voice

message. Although not depicted in Fig. 2, the input device 218 may includea trackball,

digitizing pad or mouse,or the like. A display device 216 is connected to the IVM client

208 to display instant voice messages recorded and/or received by a user of the [VM

client 208. An audio device 214, such as external speaker, is connected to the [VM client

208 to play received instant voice messages. It is noted that the microphone 212, audio

device 214, display device 216 and input device 218 may form integral parts of the [VM

client 208.

Further with reference to Fig. 2, [VM client 206 is interconnected via the

network 204 to the local IVM server 202. An exemplary IVM client 206 is a VoIP
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telephone, which comprises a screen display (not shown) capable of displaying instant

voice messages recorded and/or received by a user of the IVM client 206 accordingto the

present invention. The VoIP telephone 206 further comprises a handset and/or

speakerphonefor recording instant voice messagesandlistening to instant voice

messagesreceived at the VoIP telephone 206 according to the present invention. The

VoIP telephones which may be implemented to provide instant voice messaging

functionality according to the present invention are commercially available from many

vendors, including Alcatel™, Lucent™, NEC™ and Cisco™, to name just a few. In

addition to the foregoing IVM clients 206, 208, the IVM system 200 supports a legacy

telephone 110 for instant voice messaging according to the present invention. The legacy

telephone 110 is connected to a legacy switch 112. The legacy switch 112 is further

connected to a media gateway 114. Both the legacy switch 112 and the media gateway

114 interconnect the legacy telephone 110 via the network 204to the local [VM server

202, thereby facilitating instant voice messaging according to the present invention. The

media gateway 114 may be a gateway that supports trunk pack network control(i.e.,

“TPNCP”) protocol, media gateway control protocol(i.e., “MGCP”), or a media gateway

control H.428 protocol(i.e., “MEGACO”). As previously mentioned, the media gateway

114 converts the audio signal carried over PSTN to packets to be transmitted over a

packet-switched IP network, such as the local network 204.

The implementation of the instant voice messaging for [VM client 208

will be described first and will be followed by the implementations for [VM client 206

and legacy telephone 110, with reference to the local [VM system 200 depicted in Fig. 2.
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These implementations implementa “record mode”of the instant voice messaging

accordingto the present invention. There will further be described an “intercom mode”

of the instant voice messaging according to the present invention. Therefore, in operation

of the IVM client 208 according to Fig. 2, the IVM client (IVM softphone) 208 is

connected over the network 204 to the [VM server 202, which as aforementioned enables

instant voice messaging functionality over the network 204. The IVM client 208 displays

a list of one or more [VM recipients on its display 216, provided and stored by the local

IVM server 202,as will be particularly described hereinbelow with referenceto Fig. 4.

The user operates the IVM client 208 by using the input device 218 to indicate a selection

of one or more [VM recipients from the list. The user selection is transmitted to the [VM

server 202. The user selection also generatesa start signal to the IVM client 208 that the

user is ready to begin instant voice messaging according to the present invention. In

responseto the start signal, the IVM client (softphone) 208 listens to the input audio

device 212 and records the user’s speech into a digitized audio file 210 (i.e., instant voice

message) stored on the IVM client 208. The audio file 210 at the IVM client 208 is

finalized via a stop signal, whichis generated by theuser via the input device 218 or a

preset time period without speech input via the input audio device 212 on the IVM client

208. Once the recording of the user’s speechis finalized, [VM client 208 generates a

send signal indicating that the digitized audio file 210 (instant voice message) is ready to

be sent to the selected recipients. The user generates the send signal when the user

operates the IVM client 208 via the input device 218,e.g., pressing a key on a keyboard

or clicking a button on a mouse. The IVM client 208 transmits the digitized audio file

210 and the send signal to the local [VM server 202. In response to the send signal
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indicating that the instant voice message is ready to be sent, the IVM client 208 sends the

recorded audio file 210 destined for the selected one or morerecipients via local [VM

server 202. After receiving the audio file 210, the IVM server 202 thereafter delivers the

transmitted instant voice messageto the selected one or morerecipients via the local IP

network 204. The one or more recipients are enabled to display an indication that the

instant voice message has been received and audibly play the instant voice message to an

associated user. It should be understood that only the available IVM recipients,currently

connected to the IVM server 202, will receive the instant voice message. It is noted that

if a recipient IVM client is not currently connected to the local IVM server 202(i.e., is

unavailable), the IVM server temporarily saves the instant voice message and deliversit

to the IVM client when the IVM client connects to the local IVM server 202 (i.e., is

available).

There are several embodiments for the operation of the [VM client (VoIP

telephone) 206 within the IVM system 200, according to the present invention. In the

first embodiment, the VoIP telephone 206 is a standalone IVM client 206 enabled for

instant voice messaging accordingto the present invention. In the second embodiment,

the VoIP telephone 206 operates synchronously either with the IVM client 208 or IVM

server 202 to enable instant voice messaging according to the present invention. Thus, in

operation accordingto the first embodimentin Fig. 2, the IVM client (VoIP telephone)

206 is connected over the network 204 to the IVM server 202, which as aforementioned

enables instant voice messaging functionality over the local network 204. The IVM

client 206 displays a list of one or more IVM recipients onits associated display provided

and stored by the local IVM server 202,as will be particularly described hereinbelow
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with reference to Fig. 4. The user operates the [VM client 206 by using a keypad on the

VoIP telephone 206to indicate a selection ofone or more IVM recipients from thelist.

The VoIP telephone 206 transmits the selection to the IVM server 202. The user

selection also generatesastart signal to the IVM client 206 indicating the user is ready to

begin instant voice messaging accordingto the present invention. The user speaksinto

the handset of the IVM client 206 or a speakerphone on the IVM client 206. Although

not shown in Fig. 2, the VoIP telephone 206 mayprovide a dedicated storage device,

whichin responseto the start signal records an audiofile, similar to the audiofile 210 in

the IVM client 208. The audio file is finalized via a stop signal. The stop signal is

generated whenthe user presses a button on the keypad,a preset time period without

speech input to the VoIP telephone 206, or when the user returns the handset to the cradle

of the VoIP telephone 206. Once the recording of the user's speech is complete, a send

signal is generated indicating that the instant voice messageis ready to be sent to the

selected recipients. The user generates the send signal whenthe user presses a button on

the keypador returns the handset of the VoIP telephone 206to it cradle (on-hook). In

responseto the send signal, the [VM client 206 sends the recorded audio to the local [VM

server 202 via the network 204. The IVM server 202 thereafter delivers the instant voice

message to the selected one or morerecipients via the IP network 204. As before, the

one or more recipients are enabled to display an indication that the instant voice message

has been received and audibly play the instant voice message. As aforementioned,if a

recipient IVM client is not currently connected to the local IVM server 202, the IVM

server 202 temporarily saves the instant voice message and delivers it to the IVM client

when the IVM client connects to the local IVM server 202.
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In the second embodimentof the IVM client 206 accordingto Fig. 2, the

VoIP telephone 206 operates synchronously either with the IVM client 208 or the IVM

server 202 to enable instant voice messaging according to the present invention. Thus,in

operation according to the second embodiment, the IVM client (VoIP telephone) 206is

still connected over the network 204 to the IVM server 202, which as aforementioned

enables instant voice messaging functionality over the local network 204. However,

VoIP telephone 206 cooperates with the [VM client 208 or IVM server 202 to record and

send an instant voice message. More specifically, the VoIP telephone 206 is only used as

a recording/listening device for recording orlisting to instant voice messages, while the

IVM client 208 is used for displaying and selecting instant voice message recipients as

described hereinabove. In operation, the IVM client 208 displaysalist of IVM recipients

on the display device 216 provided and stored by the local IVM server 202. The user

operates the IVM client 208 by using the input device 218 on the [VM client 208 to

indicate a selection of one or more IVM recipients from the list. The user selection is

transmitted to the [VM server 202. Theuserselection generates a start signal to the [VM

server 202 indicating that the user is ready to begin instant voice messaging according to

the present invention. In response to receiving the start signal, the IVM server 202

transmits a ring signal to the VoIP telephone 206, thereby indicating to the user the VM

system 200 is ready to record an instant voice message. The IVM server 202 also signals

the IVM client 208 to generate audiofile 210 to record the instant voice message. As the

user picks up the handset of the VoIP telephone 206 (off-hook), a connectionis

established via the network 204 between the local IVM server 202 and the VoIP
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telephone 206. Thereafter, the IVM server 202 forwards the user’s speech transmitted

from VoIP telephone 206 to the [VM client 208 for storageinto digitized audio file 210

on the IVM client 208. The audiofile 210 is finalized by returning the handset its cradle

(on-hook) or by pressing a designated button on the keypad VoIP telephone 206, which

transmits the stop signal to the IVM server 202 and further from the IVM server 202 to

the IVM client 208. Returning the handsetto its cradle preferably generates a send signal

to the IVM server 202, which transmits the signal to the IVM client 208. The IVM client

thereafter transmits the recorded audio file 210 (instant voice message) to IVM server

202 for delivery to the selected one or more [VM recipients. Alternatively, the user may

press a key on the keyboard 218 to initiate the send signal. In response to the send signal,

the IVM client 206 sends the recorded audio to the local IVM server 202 via the network

204. The IVM server 202 thereafter delivers the instant voice message to the selected

one or morerecipients via the IP network 204. The one or morerecipients are enabled to

display an indication that the instant voice message has been received and audibly play

the instant voice message. Ifa recipient IVM clientis not currently connected to the

local IVM server 202, the IVM server 202 temporarily saves the instant voice message

and delivers it to the IVM client when the IVM client connectsto the local IVM server

202.

In operation ofthe legacy telephone 110 accordingto Fig. 2, the legacy

telephone 110 is connected to the local IVM server 202 via media gateway 114 and

legacy switch 112. The legacy telephone 110 cooperates with the IVM client 208 to

record and send an instant voice message. Morespecifically, the legacy telephone 110 is
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used as a recording/listening device for recording orlisting to instant voice messages,

while the [VM client 208is used for displaying and selecting instant voice message

recipients as described hereinabove. Thus, in operation the IVM client 208 displaysalist

of IVM recipients on the display device 216 provided and stored by the local IVM server

202. The user operates the [VM client 208 by using the input device 218 on the IVM

client 208 to indicate a selection of one or more IVM recipients from thelist. The user

selection is transmitted to the IVM server 202. The user selection generatesa start signal

to the IVM server 202 indicating that the user is ready to begin instant voice messaging

according to the present invention. In response to receiving the start signal, the VM

server 202 transmits an emulation code to the legacy telephone 110 to ring, thereby

indicating to the user the IVM system 200 is ready to record an instant voice message.

Asthe user picks up the handset of the legacy telephone 110 (off-hook), a connection is

established via the network 204 between the legacy telephone 110 and the IVM server

202. Thereafter, the 'VM server forwards the user’s speech transmitted from the legacy

telephone 110 to the IVM client 208 for storage into the digitized audio file 210 (i.e.,

instant voice message). The audio file on the IVM client 208is finalized by returning the

handset of the legacy telephone 110 to its cradle (on-hook) or by pressing a designated

button on the keypad ofthe legacy telephone 110, which transmits a stop signal to the

IVMserver 202 and further to the IVM client 208. Returning the handsetto its cradle

also generates a send signal to the IVM server to transmit the recorded audiofile (instant

voice message) to the selected one or more IVM recipients. The IVM server 202

thereafter delivers the instant voice message to the selected one or morerecipients via the

IP network 204. The one or morerecipients are enabled to display an indicationthat the
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received instant voice messagehas been received and audibly play the instant voice

message. If a recipient IVM client is not currently connected to the local IVM server

202, the IVM server 202 temporarily saves the instant voice message and delivers it to

the [VM client when the IVM client connects to the local IVM server 202.

Regarding the operational embodiments described with reference to Fig. 2

for recoding and transmitting an instant voice message according to the present invention,

the digitized audio file is preferably compressed by applying a compression algorithm

before sending the audio file to the one or more selected recipients. The audio file is

preferably compressed within the IVM clients 206, 208 before forwarding the audiofile

to the IVM server 202 for subsequent delivery to the one or more selected recipients.

Alternatively, the compression may be implemented within the IVM server 202 before

the audio file is transmitted to the one or moreselected recipients. A Lempel-Ziv

compression algorithm is preferably used to compressthe audio file according to the

present invention. It is noted that many suitable compression algorithms are knownto

persons ofskill in the art, including Huffman encoding, audio compression standards

promulgated by the Moving Pictures Experts Group (“MPEG”), G.722 wideband speech

encoding standard, fractal compression, and wavelet compression. Anyof the foregoing

compression algorithms may be implemented within the scope of the present invention.

Further regarding the operational embodiments described with reference to

Fig. 2 for recoding and transmitting an instant voice message accordingto the present

invention, the digitized audio file (which may or may not be compressed as described
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above)is further preferably encrypted via an encryption algorithm before transmitting the

audiofile to the one or moreselected recipients. The encryptionis preferably

implemented within the IVM clients 206, 208 before forwarding the audio file to the

IVM server 202 for subsequent delivery to the one or more selected recipients.

Alternatively, the encryption may be implemented within the IVM server 202 before the

audio file is transmitted to the one or more selected recipients. An AES (Rijndael)

encryption algorithm is preferably used to encrypt the audio file according to the present

invention. It is noted that many suitable encryption algorithms are knownto persons

skilled in the art, including DES, Triple DES, Blowfish, Twofish, Serpent, and the like.

Any of the foregoing encryption algorithms may be implemented within the scopeofthe

present invention.

Lastly with reference to Fig. 2, in addition to the “record mode”ofinstant

voice messaging, the instant voice messaging system 200 also supports an “intercom

mode”of voice messaging. The “intercom mode”represents real-time instant voice

messaging. In the “intercom mode,”instead of creating an audio file 210, one or more

buffers (not shown) ofa predetermined size are generated in the [VM client 206, 208 or

local IVM server 202. The one or more buffers are used to automatically write

successive portions of the instant voice message. Oncea first bufferis full, i.e., input

audio of the predetermined size is written to the buffer, the content of the first buffer is

automatically transmitted to the [VM server 202 for transmission to the one or more [VM

recipients. A second buffer is meanwhile written with the next successive portion of

input audio. Once, the second bufferis full, i.e., input audio of the predetermined size is
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written to the buffer, the content of the second buffer is transmitted to the IVM server

202 for transmission to the one or more IVM recipients. If the entire instant voice

messageor a successive portion thereof (such as a last successive portion in the instant

voice message) written to either buffer is smaller the predetermined size, then the

buffered content of less than the predetermined size is automatically transmitted to the

IVM server 202. The foregoing buffering usingthefirst and second buffers is repeated

until the entire instant voice message has been transmitted to the IVM server 202 for

transmission to the one or more IVMrecipients. It is noted that the invention is not

limited to a particular number of buffers. The foregoing buffering and transmission

allowsa “real-time” instant voice messageto be transmitted to the one or more [VM

recipients. The “intercom mode” may be designated as a default mode when an IVM

recipient is on-line, while the “record mode” may be designated as a default if the IVM

recipient is unavailable, i.e., not on-line. The user may easily change the “intercom

mode”to the “record mode”on the respective IVM client 206, 208. Finally, the audio

contents of the buffers may be signal processed (for clarity), encrypted and compressed

before transmission, as will be described in more detail hereinbelow with reference to

Fig.3.

Fig 3. an exemplary illustration of the architecture in the IVM client 208

for enabling instant voice messaging according to the present invention. More

specifically, the IVM client 208 comprisesa client platform 302 for generating an instant

voice message and a messaging system 320 for messaging between the IVM client 208

and the IVM server 202 for enabling instant voice messaging according to the present
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invention. The IVM client 208 is a general-purpose programmable computer equipped

with a networkinterface (not shown), such as an Ethernet card, to provide connectivity to

the network 204. It is noted that any suitable networking protocol, not only Ethernet,

could be used to connect the IVM client to a network 204 and thus is considered within

the scope of the present invention. The client platform 302 comprises a client engine

304, which controls other components, namely the document handler 306, file manager

308, audio file creation 312, signal processing 314, encryption/decryption 316, and

compression/decompression 318. The messaging system 320 andthe client engine 304

communicate via standard inter-process communication. The messaging system 320 and

client engine 304 also communicate with the [VM server 202 over the network interface

via the network 204, The document handler 306 overseestheretrieving, sending,

receiving and storing of one or more documents(or files) attached to instant voice

messages from/to the one or more selected IVM recipients that may be communicating

with the IVM client 208. More specifically, when an instant voice messageis to be

transmitted to the one or more IVM recipients, one or more documents may be attached

to the instant voice messageto be, stored or displayed by the one or more selected [VM

recipients. Thefile manager accesses a message database 310, in which both the received

and recorded instant voice messages are represented as database records, each record

comprising a message identifier and the instant voice message. The file manager 308

services requests from the user to record, delete or retrieve messages to/from the message

database 310. Audiofile creation 312 creates an instant voice message as audiofile 210,

andis responsible for receiving input speech for the instant voice message from audio

input device 212 or via network 204 and storing the input speech into audiofile 210.
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Signal processing 314 performs noise removal and signal optimization in the ‘eit file
210. Encryption/decryption 316 provides for respectively encrypting/decrypting of

outgoing/incomingaudio files (i.e., instant voice messages), and

compression/decompression 318 respectively compresses/decompresses the

outgoing/incoming audiofiles.

Further with reference to Fig. 3, the reception of an instant voice message

is described as follows. It is assumed that the local IVM server 202 has determined that

the IVM client 208is available to receive an instant voice message by checking the IVM
client’s 208 current status, i.e., whether the [VM client 208is “on-line.” The local VM

server 202 maintains the current status of the [VM clients connected to the local VM

server 202,i.e., IVM clients 206, 208. It is further assumed that an IVMclient has

transmitted an instant voice message to the IVM client 208. The local IVM server 202

receives the instant voice message over the local IP network 204 and forwards the instant

voice message to the IVM client 208. Uponreceipt at the [VM client 208, the instant

voice message is decrypted at 316, decompressed at 318, and stored in the message

database 310 using the file manager 308. Anyfiles attachedto the instant voice message

are also stored in the message database 310 usingthe file manager 308. A visual and/or

sound effect is initiated to notify a user of the VM client 208 that a new instant voice

messagehas been received at the IVM client 208. At this point in time, the instant voice

message and anyfile attachments are available to the user. The user can select the instant

voice message fromalisting of available instant voice messages displayed on the [VM

client 208 and play the newly received instant voice message. The user may also open
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any file attachments and moveor save the files to a separate location on theclient using a

drag-and-drop process.

Still further with reference to Fig. 3, the generation and transmission of an

instant voice message is described as follows. The user selects the available one or more

IVM recipients and initiates the creation of an instant voice message as described above

with reference to Fig. 2. The client engine 304 detects the start signal and invokes audio

file creation 312 ofthe audio file 210. The audiofile 210 is initialized and captures the

audio voice message input by the user. Oncethe client engine 304 detects a stop signal,

the instant voice messageisfinalized in the audio file 210 via audiofile creation 312.

The audio file 210 is adjusted for gain, and noise is removed via signal processing 314.

The audio file 210 is further compressed at 318 and encrypted at 316. The completion of

these processes causes the client engine 304 to inform the uservia display 216 that the

instant voice messageis available to be sent. After the client engine 304 detects the send

signal from the user, the instant voice message (audiofile 210) is transferred to the local

IVM server 202. Before the transmissionofthe instant voice message(i.e., before the

send signal), the user has the option to review the instant voice message, re-record the

instant voice message, delete the instant voice, as well as attach one or morefiles(i.e.,

documents). The attachment of one or more files is enabled conventionally via a

methodology such as “drag-and-drop”and the like, which invokes the document handler

306 to make the appropriate linkages to the one or morefiles and flags the messaging

system 320 that the instant voice messagealsohasthe attached one or morefiles.
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Fig 4. an exemplary illustration of the local [VM server 202 for enabling

instant voice messaging according to the present invention. The [VM server 202 is a

general-purpose programmable computer equipped with a network interface, such as an

Ethernet card, to provide connectivity to a network 204. It is noted that any suitable

networking protocol may be implemented to connect the IVM server 202 to a network

204. The IVM server 202 comprises a server communication platform 402, a messaging

system 436 and a database 414, thereby enabling instant voice messaging according to

the present invention. The server communication platform 402 comprises a server engine

404, client manager 406, station manager 408, gateway manager 410, database manager

412 that accesses database 414, supplemental servers 416 (including particular server

subsystems 418-424), as well as a control layer 426 (including non-proprietary server

subsystems 428, 430 and proprietary server subsystems 432, 434). The messaging

system 436 and the server engine 304 communicate via standard inter-process

communication. The messaging system 436 and the server engine are also able to

communicate with the IVM clients 206, 208 over the network interface via the network

204. The database 414 stores users (e.g., [VM clients as well as legacy telephone clients)

that are known to the IVM server 202 via the database manager 412. Theusers are

represented in the database as records, each record comprising a user name, a password,

and a contactlist (a list of other users with whom the user wishes to exchangeinstant

voice messages), and other datarelating to the user. The database manager412 services

requests to add, update, delete, or retrieve database records to/from the database 414.

The password maybestored in the database 414 asplaintext, in encrypted form, or as a
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hash (e.g., MDS hash). The messaging system 436 communicates to the server engine

404 via message objects.

A message object comprises an action field, an ID field, a source field, a

destination field, and an object field. The content ofthe actionfield is selected from a

list ofpermitted actions, which among other actions includes: connect, disconnect,

subscribe, unsubscribe, and post message. In addition, the actions include: determining if

an IVM client is awake(i.e., pinging), disconnecting from the IVM client, processing an

IVMclient message, and notifying IVM clients if the IVM server 202 goes down. The

client messages include sending an instant voice message portions, checkin message, |

send message, set status message, send a phone command message, and send control

parameters message. The content of the ID field represents a uniqueidentifier for the

message object. The contentof the source field is a globally unique identifier (“GUID”)

that uniquely identifies the sender of the message. This unique identifier can be

generated by any knownway,including the Globally Unique ID functioncall available in

the Microsoft Windows and Microsoft .NET environments. In some circumstances, the

source field is set to a special value to indicate that the sender of the message objectis

entitled to special privileges. The senders with special privileges are in fact [VM servers.

This allows the IVM servers to broadcast messagesto one another, subscribe to special

events, and directly send messages to specific [VM servers. These privileges can depend

upon whether the IVM serversare local servers or global servers. As an example, there

can exist more than one local [VM server, each of these local TVM servers automatically

hasprivileges to communicate to other local IVM server. On a global server system, a

directory server can communicate with one or moretransport servers. The content of the
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destination field is a GUID ofan intended [VM recipient of the instant voice message.

The content ofthe object field is a block of data being carried by the message object,

which maybe, for example,a digitized instant voice message. Depending on the

circumstances in which the message objectis sent, some of the message objectfields may

be left blank or ignored. For example, the message object may merely require an action

to be performed based upon the GUIDsupplied. In this case, the action does not

necessarily require any data to be sent or received and some ofthe message object’s

fields may beleft blank or ignored.

Connection objects maintain the logical connections between the IVM

server 202 and IVM clients 206, 208 connected to the IVM server 202. More

specifically, a connection object comprises data representing the state of the connection

and code (one or more methods) for establishing and maintaining the logical connections

between the [VM server 202 and the [VM clients 206, 208 within the [VM system 200 of

Fig. 2. The connection object can contain both data and/or commands, including
information that describes the socket, the size of the data to be transferred, and the

priority of the transfer (e.g., high, normal, low, unknown). Onstart up the local IVM

server 202 generates and maintainsa list for each IVM client 206, 208. The local VM

server 202 then waits to receive connection objects from the IVM clients 206, 208 that

are stored in the respective lists, decodes the received connection objects to obtain

specific requests, and then services the specific requests from the IVM clients 206, 208.

Further with reference to Fig. 4, the server engine 404 controls all other

subsystemsin the server communication platform 402,and it is responsible for startup
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and shutdown of the [VM server 202 and the IVM system 200. The client manager 406

controls the IVM clients 206, 208, providing contact presence (connection) information

and message scheduling and delivery. The station manager 408 controls the individual

legacy telephone 110 and coordinates its activity to work synchronously with the IVM

client 208 and server 202. The gateway manager 410 enables the IVM server 202 to

communicate with the legacy telephones, such as legacy telephone 110. The control

layer 426 comprises a plurality of server subsystems 428-434, each of which provides

translation services to different proprietary and non-proprietary gateways 114, such as

TPNCP, MGCP, and MEGACOgateways. The proprietary server subsystems 428, 430

and non-proprietary server subsystems 432, 434 are connected to respective gateways

114 via the local IP network 204. The supplemental server subsystems 416 provide a

number of required services such as display manager subsystem 418, dynamic host

configuration protocol(i.e., “DHCP”’) subsystem 420,trivial file transfer protocol(i.e.,

“TFTP”) server subsystem 422, and hypertext transfer protocol(i.e., “HTTP”). Each of

the supplemental servers 418-424 in the subsystem 416 is used duringtheinitial set-up of

the IVM system 200. The boot-up process and allocation of IP addresses to [VM clients

206, 208 are performed through an LCD panel (not shown) associated with the localVM

server 202. The LCD manager 418 supports this boot-up process. The DHCP server 420

is used to allocate IP addresses as required and allows the advanced configuration of

network settings in the instant voice messaging system. The TFTP server 422 provides a

TCP/IP file transfer capability. Lastly, the HTTP server 424 provides services for a web

server.
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Figure 5 is an exemplary illustration of a global instant voice messaging

(IVM) system 500, according to the present invention. In the global IVM system 500, the

local IVM system 200 is depicted as a local IVM system 510, which is connected to a

packet-switched network 102 (i.e., Internet). The global IVM system 500 comprises the

local IVM system 510, global IVM server system 502, and global IVM clients 506 and

508 that are optionally connected via local IP network 504. The global IVM server

system 502 is connected to the IP network(i.e., Internet) 102 for enabling the local [VM

clients 206, 208 and legacy telephone 110 in the local IVM system 510 to generate and

send instant voice messages to the global IVM clients 506, 508, as well as the local IVM

clients 206, 208 to receive instant voice messages from the global IVM clients 506, 508.

The implementation of the global instant voice messaging for the IVM client 208 will be

described first and will be followed by the implementations for TVM client 206 and

legacy telephone 110, with reference to the global IVM system 500 depicted in Fig.5.

Thereafter, instant voice messaging for global clients 506 and 508 will be described

according to the present invention. These implementations implementa “record mode”

of the instant voice messaging according to the present invention. Thereafter, there will

lastly be described an “intercom mode”ofthe instant voice messaging according to the

present invention.

Therefore, in operation of the IVM client 208 according to Fig. 5, the IVM

client 208 is connected via the networks 204, 102 to the global [VM server system 502,

which enables the global instant voice messaging functionality outside the local IVM

system 510 over the network(i.e., Internet) 102. More specifically, the [VM client 208
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requests from the global IVM server system 502 a globalcontactlist (not shown) of

global one or more IVM recipients with which the IVM client 208 may exchange instant

voice messages. For the purposesofillustration, it is assumed that global [VM clients

506, 508 are in the contactlist. The global IVM server system 502 stores and maintains

this contactlist. Thus, the global IVM server system 502 responds by transmitting the

contact list to the IVM client 208. The IVM client 208 displays the contactlist on its

display 216. Alternatively, the global contact list may be replicated to the local IVM

server 202 within the local TVM system 510, in which case the local [VM client 208

obtains the global contact list from the local IVM server 202. The user operates the IVM

client 208 by using the input device 218 to indicate a selection of one or more [VM

recipients from the global contactlist. Here, for the purposesofillustration it is again

assumed that IVM client 208 selected global [VM clients 506, 508. The user selection is

transmitted to the IVM server 202. The user selection also generates a start signal to the

IVM client 208 that the user is ready to begin instant voice messaging. In responseto the

start signal, the IVM client 208 listens to the input audio device 212 and records the

user’s speech into a digitized audiofile 210 (i.e., instant voice message) stored on the

IVM client 208. The audiofile 210 is finalized via a stop signal, which is generated by

the user via the input device 218 or a preset time period without speech input via the

input audio device 212. Once the recordingis finalized, the IVM client 208 generates a

sendsignalindicating that the digitized audio file 210 (instant voice message)is ready to

be sentto the selected one or more IVM recipients. The user generates the send signal

when the user operates the IVM client 208 via the input device 218. The IVM client 208

transmits the digitized audio file 210 and the sendsignal to the global IVM server system
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502 via the local IP network 204 and the global IP network 102. After receiving the

audiofile 210, the global IVM server system 502 delivers the transmitted instant voice

message to the selected one or morerecipients(e.g., IVM clients 506 and 508)via the IP

network 102. The one or morerecipients are enabled to display an indication that the

instant voice message has been received and audibly play the instant voice message to an

associated user. It is noted that if a recipient IVM client 506, 508is not currently

connected to the global IVM server system 502, the global IVM server system 502

temporarily saves the instant voice message and delivers it to the global IVM client 506,

508 when the IVM client connects to the global [VM server system 502.

There are several embodiments for the operation of the IVM client (VoIP

telephone) 206 within the global IVM system 500 of Fig. 5, according to the present

invention. In the first embodiment, the VoIP telephone 206is a standalone IVM client

206 enabled for instant voice messaging according to the present invention. In the

second embodiment, the VoIP telephone 206 operates synchronously with the IVM client

208 to enable instant voice messaging according to the present invention. Thus, in

operation accordingto the first embodimentin Fig. 5, the [VM client 206 is connected

via the networks 204, 102 to the global IVM server system 502, which enablesinstant

voice messaging functionality over the IP network (Internet) 102. As mentioned

previously, the [VM client 206 is also connected to the local [VM server 202. The [VM

client 208 requests from the global IVM server system 502 a global contactlist (not

shown)of the global one or more [VM recipients with which the IVM client 206 may

exchange instant voice messages. Forthe purposesofillustration,itis assumed that the
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global IVM clients 506, 508 are in the contact list. The global IVM server system 502

stores and maintains this contact list. Thus, the global IVM server system 502 responds

by transmitting the global contact list to the IVM client 206. Alternatively, the global

contact list may be replicated to the local IVM server 202 within the local [VM system

510, in which case the local IVM client 206 obtains the global contact list from the local

IVM server 202. The IVM client 206 displays a list of the one or more IVM recipients

onits associated display. The user operates the [VM client 206 by using a keypadonthe

VoIP telephone 206 to indicate a selection of one or more IVM recipients from thelist.

The VoIP telephone 206 transmits the selection to the global IVM server system 502.

The user selection also generatesastart signal to the [VM client 206 indicating the user is

ready to begin instant voice messaging according to the present invention. The user

speaks into the handset of the [VM client 206 or a speakerphone on the IVM client 206.

Although not shown in Fig. 5, the VoIP telephone 206 may provide a dedicated storage

device, which in responseto the start signal records an audiofile, similar to the audiofile

210 in the IVM client 208. The audiofile is finalized via a stop signal. The stop signal is

generated whenthe user presses a button on the keypad,a preset time period without

speech input to the VoIP telephone 206, or when the user returns the handsetto the cradle

ofthe VoIP telephone 206. Once the recording of the user’s speech is complete, a send

signal is generated indicating that the instant voice message is readyto be sentto the

selected recipients. The user generates the send signal when the user presses a button on

the keypador returns the handset of the VoIP telephone 206to it cradle. In response to

the send signal, the IVM client 206 sends the recorded audiofile (instant voice message)

to the global IVM server system 502 via the networks 204, 102 for delivery to the
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selected one or more IVM recipients. The global IVM server 502 thereafter delivers the

instant voice messageto the selected one or morerecipients (e.g., [VM clients 506 and

508) via the IP network 102. As before, the one or more recipients are enabled to display

an indication that the instant voice message has been received and audibly play the

instant voice message. Ifa recipient [VM client is not currently connected to the global

IVM server system 502, the global IVM server system 502 temporarily saves the instant

voice message and delivers it to the IVM client when the IVM client connects to the

global IVM server system 502.

In the second embodimentof the [VM client 206 according to Fig. 5, the

VoIP telephone 206 operates synchronously with the IVM client 208 to enable global

instant voice messaging accordingto the present invention. Thus, in operation according

to the second embodimentin Fig. 5, the VoIP telephone 206 is connected over the

network 204 to the IVM client 208 and the IVM client 208 is connected via the networks

204, 102 to the global [VM server system 502, which enables instant voice messaging

functionality over the IP network (Internet) 102. The VoIP telephone 206 cooperates

with the IVM client 208 to record and send a global instant voice message outside the

local IVM system 510. The IVM client 208 displays a global contact list of VM

recipients (not shown) on the display device 216 provided by the global IVM server

system 502, as described hereinabove. Alternatively, the global contact list may be

replicated to the local IVM server 202 within the local IVM system 510, in which case

the IVM client 208 obtains the global contact list from the local IVM server 202. The

user operates the IVM client 208 by using the input device 218 to indicate a selection of
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one or more IVMrecipients from the contactlist. The user selection generates a start

signal in the IVM client 208 indicating that the user is ready to begin instant voice

messaging according to the present invention. In responseto the start signal, the 1VM

client 208 generates audio file 210 to record an instant voice message and transmitsa ring

signal to the VoIP telephone 206. Asthe user picks up the handset of the VoIP telephone

206 (off-hook), a connection is established via the network 204 between the local VM

client 208 and the VoIP telephone 206. Thereafter, the VoIP telephone 206 forwards the

user’s speech to the IVM client 208 for storage into the audio file 210. The audiofile

210 is finalized by returning the handsetits cradle (on-hook)or by pressing a designated

button on the keypad VoIP telephone 206, which transmits the stop signal to the [VM

client 208. Returning the handsetto its cradle preferably generates a send signalto the

IVM client 208. The IVM client thereafter transmits the recorded audio file 210 (instant

voice message) to the global IVM server system 502 via networks 204, 102 for delivery

to the selected one or more IVM recipients. Alternatively, the user may press a key on

the keyboard 218 to initiate the send signal. In response to the send signal, the VM

client 208 sends the recorded audiofile to the global IVM server system 502 for delivery

to the selected one or more IVM recipients. The global IVM server system 502 thereafter

delivers the instant voice messageto the selected one or more recipients (e.g., IVM

clients 506 and 508) via the IP network 102. As before, the one or more IVM recipients

are enabled to display an indication that the instant voice message has been received and

audibly play the instant voice message. If a recipient IVM client is not currently

connected to the global IVM server system 502, the global IVM server system 502
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temporarily saves the instant voice message and deliversit to the IVM client when the

IVM client connects to the global IVM server system 502.

In operation of the legacy telephone 110 according to Fig. 5, the legacy

telephone 110 is connectedto the local IVM client 208 via media gateway 114, legacy

switch 112 and network 204. The legacy telephone 110 cooperates with the IVM client

208 to record and send an instant voice message outside the local IVM system 510. More

specifically, the legacy telephone 110 is used as a recording/listening device for

recordingorlisting to instant voice messages, while the IVM client 208 is used for

displaying and selecting instant voice message recipients as described hereinabove.

Thus, in operation the IVM client 208 requests from the global [VM server system 502 a

global contact list of global one or more IVM recipients with which the IVM client 208

may exchange instant voice messages. Alternatively, the global contact list may be

replicated to the local TVM server 202 within the local [VM system 510, in which case

the IVM client 208 obtains the global contact list from the local IVM server 202. The

IVM client 208 displays the global list of VM recipients, as described hereinabove. The

user operates the IVM client 208 to indicate a selection ofone or more IVM recipients

from the global contact list. The [VM client 208 transmits the user selection to the global

IVMserver system 502. The user selection generates a start signal in the IVM client 208

indicating that the user is ready to begin instant voice messaging accordingto the present

invention. In responseto the start signal, the IVM client 208 transmits an emulation code

to the legacy telephone 110 to ring, thereby indicating to the user the global IVM system

500 is ready to record an instant voice message. Asthe user picks up the handset ofthe
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legacy telephone 110 (off-hook), a connection is established via the network 204 between

the legacy telephone 110 and the IVM client 208. Thereafter, the user’s speech is

transmitted from the legacy telephone 110 to the IVM client 208 for storage into the

digitized audio file 210 (i.e., instant voice message). The audiofile 210 is finalized by

returning the handset of the legacy telephone 110 to its cradle (on-hook) orby pressing a

designated button on the keypad ofthe legacy telephone 110, which transmits a stop

signal to the [VM client 208. Returning the handsetto its cradle may also generate a send

signal to the [VM client 208 to transmit the recorded audio file (instant voice message) to

the global [VM server system 502 for delivery to the selected one or more IVM

recipients. Alternatively, the send signal is preferably generated from the IVM client 208

as described hereinabove. The global [VM server system 502 thereafter delivers the

instant voice message to the selected one or more IVM recipients via the IP network

(internet) 102. The one or more recipients are enabled to display an indication that the

instant voice message has been received and audibly play the instant voice message. Ifa

recipient IVM client is not currently connected to the global IVM server system 502, the

global IVM server system 502 temporarily saves the instant voice message and delivers it

to the IVM client when the IVM client connects to the global IVM server 502.

Further with reference to Fig. 5, the instant voice messaging for global

clients 506 and 508 will be described according to the present invention. Inafirst

embodiment, each of the global IVM clients 506, 508 is enabled to independently send an

instant voice message. The IVM clients 506, 508 havelike peripheral devices and

functionality described respectively with reference to local IVM clients 206, 208 in Fig.
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2. In second embodiment described below, the VoIP telephone 506 operates in

conjunction with the IVM client 508 to send an instant voice message. Therefore, in

operation of the global IVM clients 506 and 508 accordingthe first embodimentin Fig.5,

the IVM clients 506, 508 are connected via the networks 204, 102 to the global IVM

server system 502, which enables the global instant voice messaging functionality outside

the local IVM system 510 over the network(i.e., Internet) 102. Each of the global IVM

clients 506, 508 is enabled to request from the global IVM server system 502 a contact

list (not shown) ofglobal one or more [VM recipients with which each of the global VM

client 506, 508 may exchangeinstant voice messages. For the purposes of this

illustration, it is assumed that the [VM clients 206 and 208 within the local IVM system

510 are in the contactlist for each global IVM client 506, 508. The global IVM server

system 502 stores and maintains the foregoing contact list for each global [VM client

506, 508. Upon request, the global IVM server system 502 responds bytransmitting the

contactlist to each of the IVM clients 506, 508. Each of the [VM clients 506, 508

displays the contactlist on its display. The user operates the IVM client 506, 508 to

indicate a selection of one or more IVM recipients from the contactlist. Each of the

global IVM clients 506, 508 transmits the user selection to the global [VM server system

502. The user selection also generates a start signal to the IVM clients 506, 508 that the

user is ready to begin instant voice messaging. In responsetothestart signal, the IVM

clients 506, 508 record the user's speech into a digitized audiofile(i.e., instant voice

message) stored on the global IVM clients 506, 508. The audio file is finalized via a stop

signal, which is generated by the user by operating the global IVM client 506, 508. Once

the recordingis finalized, the [VM client 506, 508 generates a send signal indicating that
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the digitized audiofile (instant voice message) is ready to be sentto the selected one or

morerecipients. The user generates the send signal when theuser operates the global

IVMclient 506, 508. The IVM client 208 transmits the digitized audio file and the send

signal to the global IVM server system 502. After receiving the audiofile, the global

IVM server system 502 delivers the transmitted instant voice message to the local IVM

server 202 in the local IVM system 510 for delivery to the selected one or morerecipients

(e.g., local IVM clients 206 and 208) via the local IP network 204. The one or more

recipients IVM 206, 208 are enabled to display an indication that the instant voice

message has been received and audibly play the instant voice message to an associated

user. It is noted that if a recipient IVM client 206, 208 is not currently connected to the

local IVM server 202, the IVM server 202 temporarily saves the instant voice message

and delivers it to the local [VM client 206, 208 when the [VM client connects to the local

IVM server202.

In the second embodimentof the [VM client 506 according toFig. 5, the

VoIP telephone 506 operates synchronously with the [VM client 508 to enable global

instant voice messaging according to the present invention. In this embodiment, the

VoIP telephone 506 and the IVM client 508 may be located in a user’s residence and be

connected to a local IP network 504. This local IP network 504 can be a WiFi network or

a local area network (i.e., LAN), which is also within the user’s residence. The local IP

network 504 may be connected to the IP network (Internet) 102 via a digital subscriber

line (i.e., DSL) connection, cable connection, dialup connection,or the like. As noted

above, the IVM clients 506, 508 have like peripheral devices and functionality described
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respectively with reference to local IVM clients 206, 208 in Fig. 2. Thus, in operation

according to this embodimentin Fig. 5, the global IVM client 508 requests from the

global IVM server system 502 a contactlist of global one or more IVM recipients with

which each of the global IVM client 508 may exchange instant voice messages. For the

purposesofthis illustration, it is assumed that the [VM clients 206 and 208 within the

local IVM system 510 are in the contact list for the global IVM client 508. The global

IVM server system 502 stores and maintains the foregoing contactlist for the global IVM

client 508. The IVM client 508 displays a contact list of [VM recipients on the

associated display device provided by the global 1'VM server system 502, as described

hereinabove. The user operates the IVM client 508 by using the associated input device

to indicate a selection of one or more [VMrecipients from the contactlist. The user

selection generates a start signal in the IVM client 508 indicating that the user is ready to

begin instant voice messaging according to the present invention. In response to the start

signal, the IVM client 508 generates audiofile to record an instant voice message and

transmits a ring signal to the VoIP telephone 506 via local IP network 504. Asthe user

picks up the handset of the VoIP telephone 206 (off-hook), a connection is established

via the local network 504 between the local IVM client 508 and the VoIP telephone 506.

Thereafter, the VoIP telephone 506 forwards the user’s speech to the IVM client 508 for

storage into the audiofile at the [VM client 508. The audiofile is finalized by returning

the handset its cradle (on-hook) or by pressing a designated button on the keypad

associated with the VoIP telephone 506, whichtransmits the stop signal to the IVM client

508. Returning the handsetto its cradle preferably generates a send signal to the IVM

client 508. The IVM client thereafter transmits the recorded audio file (instant voice
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message) to the global IVM server system 502 for delivery to the selected one or more

IVM recipients. Alternatively, the user may press a key on the input device associated

with the [VM client 508 to initiate the send signal. In response to the send signal, the

IVM client 508 sends the recorded audio file to the global IVM server system 502 for

delivery to the selected one or more IVM recipients. The global IVM server system 502

thereafter transmits the instant voice message to the local IVM server 202 for delivery

selected one or morerecipients (e.g., local [VM clients 206 and 208) via the local IP

network 204. Asbefore, the one or more recipients are enabled to display an indication

that the instant voice message has been received and audibly play the instant voice

message. If a recipient IVM client is not currently connected to the local [VM server

202, the local IVM server 202 temporarily saves the instant voice message anddelivers it

to the [VM client when the IVM client connects to the local IVM server 202.

Lastly with reference to Fig. 5, in addition to the “record mode”ofinstant

voice messaging as described above, the instant voice messaging system 500 also

supports an “intercom mode”ofthe instant voice messaging. The “intercom mode”

represents real-time instant voice messaging. In the “intercom mode,”instead ofcreating

an audiofile as described hereinabove, one or more buffers (not shown) of a

predetermined size are generated. The buffers may be generated in any one of the VM

clients 206, 208, 506 and 508, depending on how the global IVM system 500is defined.

The one or more buffers are used to automatically write successive portions of the instant

voice message. Oncea first buffer is full, i.e., input audio of the predetermined sizeis

written to the buffer, the content of thefirst buffer is automatically transmitted. If the
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transmission is generated at a local IVM client 206, 208 and destined for one or more

local IVM recipients, the content ofthe first buffer is transmitted to the local IVM server

202 for delivery to the local one or morerecipients. If the transmission is generated at a

local IVM client 206, 208 and destined for one or more global IVM recipients 506, 508,

the contentofthe first buffer is transmitted to the global IVM server system 502 for

delivery to the one or more global recipients. In addition, if the transmission is generated

at a global IVM client 506, 508 and destined for the other global IVM clients, the content

of the first buffer is transmitted to the global IVM server system 502, such as for example

clients 506, 508. Lastly, if the transmission is generated at a global IVM client 506, 508

and destined for the local IVM clients 206, 208, the content of the first buffer is

transmitted to the global IVM server system 502 and further transmitted by the global

IVM server 502 to the local [VM server 202 for delivery to clients 206, 208 within the

local IVM system 510. A second buffer is meanwhile written with the next successive

portion of input audio. Once, the second buffer is full,i.e., input audio of the

predetermined size is written to the buffer, the content of the second buffer is transmitted

in similar fashionto the first buffer. If the entire instant voice message or a successive

portion thereof (such as a last successive portion in the instant voice message) written to

either buffer is smaller the predeterminedsize, then the buffered content of less than the

predetermined size is automatically transmitted to the IVM server 202. The foregoing

buffering using the first and second buffers is repeated until the entire instant voice

message has been transmitted as described above. It is noted that the invention is not

limited to a particular number ofbuffers. The foregoing buffering and transmission

allowsa “real-time” instant voice message to be transmitted to the one or more local, as
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well as global, [VM recipients. The “intercom mode” maybe designated as a default

mode when an IVM recipient is on-line, while the “record mode” may be designated as a

default if the IVM recipient is unavailable, i.¢., not on-line. The user may easily change

the “intercom mode”to the “record mode” on the respective IVM client 206, 208, 506,

508. Finally, the audio contents of the buffers may be signal processed (for clarity),

encrypted and compressed before transmission, as was described previously.

Fig. 6 is an exemplary detailed illustration 600 of the global IVM server

system 502 depicted in Fig. 5, according to the present invention. Morespecifically, the

local [VM system 510 described in Fig. 5 is connected via the IP network (Internet) 102

to the global IVM server system 502. The global IVM server system 502 comprises an

IVM.transport server mesh 602 and an IVM directory server 608. The IVM transport

server mesh 602 comprisesa plurality of interconnected IVM transport servers 604, 606.

Although the mesh 602 is depicted as having two IVM transport servers 604, 606,it is to

be understood that as many IVM transport servers as are desired or required for

redundancy and load balancing may be interconnected in a mesh. The IVMtransport

servers 604, 606 may becentrally located and configured to communicate (i.e., forward

and receive messages) with local IVM clients 206, 208, local IVM server 202 and global

IVM client 506, 508 (not depicted in Fig. 6). The plurality of [VM transport servers 604,

606 in the IVM transport server mesh 602 permits load balancing and redundancyin the

global IVM system 500. The directory server 608 maintains a transport server list ofall

the IVM transport servers 604, 606 currently connecting to the mesh 602. Each ofthe

IVMtransport servers 604, 606 first connects to the directory server 608. The directory
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server 608 informseach ofthe connecting [VM transport servers 604, 606 ofall the other

IVM transport servers currently in the mesh 602 based on an active list (not shown) of

transport servers 604, 606 in the mesh 602. The connecting IVM transport server then

connects to each of the IVM transport servers in the transport server list, resulting in an

interconnected mesh 602 of IVM transport servers 604, 606. The IVM transport servers

604, 606 and the IVM directory server 608 communicate via messages.

Further with reference to Fig. 6, the IVM transport servers 604, 606

connected in the mesh 602 share a database (not shown) of IVM clients, so that each

IVM transport server 604, 606 refers to the same client database. It is preferable that

each IVMtransport server 604, 606 maintains its own copy ofthe client database, which

is mirrored and replicated conventionally amongst the [VM transport servers 604, 606 in

the mesh 602. The client database may further be replicated to the local IVM server 202.

Alternatively, the client database is stored on a separate file server (not shown)in data

communication with the IVM transport servers 604, 606 over a network (not shown).

Fig. 7 is an exemplary detailed illustration of a transport server 604, 606

depicted in Fig. 6, according to the present invention. The IVM transport server 604, 606

is a general-purpose programmable computer comprising a network interface (not shown)

connected to IP network (Internet) 102, a communication platform 702, a message

database 712, and a qeesuiie system 714. The communication platform 702 comprises

a server engine 704, which controls a user manager 706, a local server manager 708, and

a storage manager 710. The messaging system 714 and the server engine 704
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communicate via standard inter-process communication. The storage manager 710

handles retrieving, sending, and storing ofmessages,including instant voice messages

and attachments thereto, to/from the message database 712. The user manager 706is

responsible for creating/maintaining IVM clients 206, 208, 506, 508, identifying them

and relaying their status to the server engine 704. When an IVM client communicates an

instant voice message within the global IVM system 500, the user manager 706 notifies

the server engine 704 whether the one or morerecipients are unavailable, and thereby the

instant voice message is saved in the message database 712. When the one or more IVM

recipients becomeavailable, the user manager 706 notifies the server engine 704, which

instructs the storage manager 710 to retrieve any undelivered instant voice messages for

the one or more recipients and delivers the instant voice messages to the designated one

or more IVMrecipients. The local server manager 708is responsible for

creating/maintaining and providing thestatus of available local IVM servers, such as

IVMserver 202 in Fig. 2. The availability status ofthe local IVM servers is checked

periodically and updated.

Fig. 8 is an exemplary detailed illustration of a directory server 608

depicted in Fig. 6, according to the present invention. The directory server 608 is a

general-purpose programmable computer equipped with a network interface (not shown)

connected to IP network (Internet) 102, a messaging system 812, and a communication

platform 802. The communication platform 802 comprises a server engine 804, which

controls a local server manager 806, a user manager 808, and a transport manager 810.

The messaging system 812 and the server engine 804 communicate via standard inter-
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process communication. The transport manager 810 maintains the status of the VM

transport servers 604, 606 in the [VM transport server mesh 602 within the global IVM

system 500 and using a load-balancing mechanism distributes instant voice messages to

available transport server 604, 606 for routing to the one or more IVM recipients. The

user manager 808 is responsible for creating/maintaining [VM clients 206, 208, 506, 508,

identifying and relaying their status via the server engine 804 to the IVM transport server

604, 606 to be used. The local server manager 806 is responsible for

creating/maintaining and providing thestatus of available local IVM servers, such as

IVM server 202 in Fig. 2. The availability status of the local TVM servers is checked

periodically and updated.

Fig. 9 illustrates an exemplary a global instant voice messaging (IVM)

system 900, which comprisesaplurality of local IVM systems and a plurality of global

IVM clients, according to the present invention. In the global TVM system 900,there are

depicted a plurality of local IVM systems 902, 910 connected to the global IP network

102. The internal representation and functionality of each local IVM system 902, 904 is

identical to the local IVM system 510 described with reference to Fig. 5. In global 'VM

system 900 ofFig. 9, there are also depicted a plurality ofglobal IVM clients 918-928

and a global IVM server system 502 connected to the global IP network (i.e., Internet)

102. The internal representations of the global IVM client 918-928 and the global IVM

server system 502 are identical to the respective IVM client 508 (and/or IVM client or

506) and the global [VM server system 502 described with reference to Fig. 5. In the

local IVM system 902, each local [VM client 206, 208 is enabled to request local IVM
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recipients from the local IVM server 202 and global IVM recipients from either the

global IVM server system 502 or the local IVM server 202. For example, the local IVM

client 1A 208 displays a list 904 to a user, comprising both local and global TVM

recipients. More specifically, the list 904 enables IVM client 1A to send instant voice

messages according to the present invention to local [VM clients 1B 208 and 1C 206,

global IVM client C 922 and global IVM client 2A 208in the local IVM system 910.

Similar lists 906-916 are displayed to the users of the respective IVM clients 1B-1C in

local IVM system 902, and 2A-2C in local IVM system 910. In addition, the global

clients A-F 918-928 are enabled to request [VM recipients from the global IVM server

system 502 and display the respective lists of [VM recipients 930-940 on the respective

IVM clients 918-928.

While the invention has been particularly shown and described with regard

to preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the

foregoing and other changes in form and details may be madetherein without departing

from the spirit and scope ofthe invention.
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CLAIMS:

Having thus described our invention, what we claim as new, and desire to

secure by Letters Patentis:

1. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages over

a packet-switched network, the system comprising:

a client connected to the network,the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice messagetherefor, and transmitting the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the network; and

a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients enabled to

audibly play the instant voice message.

2. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

packet-switched network is a local network.

3. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

packet-switched network is the Internet.

4. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim I, wherein the

client requestsa list of recipients associated with the client from the server and the server

transmits the list of recipients to the client for selection of the one or morerecipients.
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5. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

server delivers the instant voice messageto the selected recipients that are available.

6. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

server temporarily stores the instant voice messageif a selected recipient is unavailable

and delivers the stored instant voice messageto the selected recipient once the selected

recipient becomesavailable.

7. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

client records the instant voice messagein an audiofile, transmits the audiofile to the

server, and the server delivers the audiofile to the selected recipients, the selected

recipients being enabled to audibly play the audiofile.

8. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 7, wherein the

client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audiofile, and the selected recipients

being enabled to decrypt and decompressthe audiofile before audibly playing the audio

file.

9. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

client buffers each of a plurality of successive portions of the instant voice message as the

instant message is recorded, and the client transmits each successive buffered portion to

the server for delivery to the to the selected recipients, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly playing each successive portion as it is delivered.
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10. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, wherein the

client is enabled to attach one or morefiles to the instant voice message andthe selected

recipients are enabled to store or display the one or moreattached files.

11. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, the system

further comprising a public switched telephone network (PSTN)telephone connected to

the network to provide input audio of the instant voice messageto theclient.

12. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 1, the system

further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the

network to provide input audio of the instant voice message to theclient.

13. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

over a packet-switched network enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN)

support, the system comprising:

a PSTN telephone connected to the network for providing input audio;

a client connected to the network,the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by

the PSTN telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice

message therefor over the network;

a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice
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messageto the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled

to audibly play the instant voice message.

14. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

over a packet-switched network, the system comprising:

a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the network

for providing input audio;

a client connected to the network,the client selecting one or more

recipients, generating an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by

the VoIP telephone, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message

therefor over the network;

a server connected to the network, the server receiving the selected

recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the network, the selected recipients being enabled

to audibly play the instant voice message.

15. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the system comprising:

a client connected to'a local network, the client selecting one or more

external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice message therefor, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant

voice messagetherefor over the local network and the external network; and
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a server connected to the external network,the server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the external network, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

16, The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, the client

further selects one or morelocalrecipients connected to the local network and transmits

the selected local recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the local

network, wherein the system further comprises:

a local server connectedto the local network, the local server receiving the

selected local recipients and the instant message therefor from the client, and delivering

the instant voice message to the selected local recipients over the local network, the

selected local recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

17. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the local network is a network within an enterprise.

18. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the external network is the Internet.

19. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the client requests a list of recipients associated with the client from the server and the
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server transmits the list of recipients to the client for selection of the one or more

recipients.

20. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the server delivers the instant voice message to the selected recipients that are available.

21. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the server temporarily stores the instant voice messageifa selected recipientis

unavailable and delivers the stored instant voice message to the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomesavailable.

22. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the client records the instant voice messagein an audiofile, transmits the audiofile to the

server, and the server delivers the audiofile to the selected recipients, the selected

recipients being enabled to audibly play the audio file.

23. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 22, wherein

the client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audiofile, and the selected

recipients are enabled to decrypt and decompress the audiofile before audibly playing the

audiofile.

24. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the client buffers each of a plurality of successive portions ofthe instant voice message as
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the instant messageis recorded, andthe client transmits each successive portion to the

serverfor delivery to the selected recipients, the selected recipients being enabled to

audibly playing each successive portion as it is delivered.

25. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, wherein

the client is enabled to attach one or morefiles to the instant voice message and the

selected recipients are enabled to store or display the one or moreattachedfiles.

26. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, the system

further comprising a public switched telephone network (PSTN) telephone connected to

the local network to provide input audio of the instant voice message totheclient.

27. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 15, the system

further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the local

network to provide input audio ofthe instant voice messagetothe client.

28. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

overa plurality of packet-switched networks enabling public switched telephone network

(PSTN)support, the system comprising:

a PSTN telephone connectedto a local network for providing input audio;

a client connected to the local network, the client selecting one or more

external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice messagetherefor using the input audio provided by the PSTN telephone,
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and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

local network and the external network;

a server connected to the external network, the server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

messageto the selected recipients over the external network, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

29, An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the system comprising:

a voice-Over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connectedto a local

network for providing input audio;

a client connected to the local network, the client selecting one or more

external recipients connected to an external network outside the local network, generating

an instant voice message therefor using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone,

and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

local network and the external network;

an server connected to the external network, the external server receiving

the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant

voice message to the selected recipients over the external network,the selected recipients

being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

30. An instant voice messaging system for delivering instant messages

over a plurality ofpacket-switched networks, the system comprising:
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a client connected to an external network,the client selecting one or more

recipients connected to a local network, generating an instant voice message therefor, and

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor over the

external network; and

a external server system connected to the external network, the external

server system receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message, and routing

the selected recipients and the instant voice message over the external network and the

local network;

a local server connected to the local network, the local server receiving the

selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and delivering the instant voice

message to the selected recipients over the local network,the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

31. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, theclient

further selects one or more external recipients connected to the external and transmits the

selected external recipients over the external network to the external server, and the

external server receives the selected external recipients and delivers the instant voice

messageto the selected external recipients over the external network, the selected

external recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.

32. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the local network is a network within an enterprise.
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33. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the external networkis the Internet.

34. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the client requests a list ofrecipients associated with the client from the external server

system and the external server system transmits thelist of recipients to the client for

selection of the one or more recipients.

35. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the local server delivers the instant voice messageto the selected recipients that are

available.

36. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the local server temporarily stores the instant voice message if a selected recipient is

unavailable and delivers the stored instant voice message to the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomesavailable.

37. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the client records the instant voice messagein an audiofile, transmits the audiofile to the

external server, the external server system routes the audiofile to the local server, and the

local server delivers the audio file to the selected recipients, the selected recipients being

enabled to audibly play the audiofile.
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38. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 37, wherein

the client signal processes, compresses and encrypts the audio file, and the selected

recipients are enabled to decrypt and decompressthe audio file before audibly playing the

audiofile.

39. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the client buffers each of a plurality of successive portions of the instant voice message as

the instant messageis recorded, and the client transmits each successive buffered portion

to the external server system, the external server system routes each successive portion to

the local server, and the local server delivers eachsuccessive portionto theto the selected

recipients, the selected recipients being enabled to audibly play each successive portion

as it is delivered,

40. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the client is enabled to attach one or morefiles to the instant voice message and the

selected recipients are enabled to store or display the one or moreattached files.

41. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, the system

further comprising a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the

client via a local network,the client providing input audio of the instant voice messageto

the client via the local network.
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42. The instant voice messaging system according to Claim 30, wherein

the external server system comprises:

a transport server mesh including a plurality of transport servers for

routing instant voice messages;

a directory server for maintaining the transport server mesh and

facilitating load-balancing of the instant voice messages within the transport server mesh.

43. A method for instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network,

the method comprising:

selecting one or morerecipients for instant voice messagingataclient;

generating an instant voice message for the selected recipients at the

client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message thereforat

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients.

44. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:
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requesting from theclient a list of recipients associated with the client

from the server; and

transmitting from the serverthe list of recipients to the client for selection

of the one or morerecipients.

45. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients that are available.

46. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

temporarily storing at the server the instant voice message if a selected

recipient is unavailable; and

delivering from the server the stored instant voice messageto the selected

recipient once the selected recipient becomesavailable.

47, The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

recording the instant voice messageat the client in an audiofile;

transmitting the audio file to the server;

delivering the audio file from the server to the selected recipients; and

audibly playing the audiofile at the least one ofthe selected recipients.
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48. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 47,

wherein the method further comprises:

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audiofile at the client;

decrypting and decompressing the audio file at the at least one selected

recipient; and

audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audio file at the least one

of the selected recipients.

49. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

further comprising:

buffering each ofa plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

messageatthe client as the instant messageis recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive buffered portion to the server;

delivering each successive portion from the server to the selected

recipients, the selected recipients audibly playing each successive portionasit is

delivered.

50. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice messageattheclient;

storing or displaying the one or moreattached files at the selected

recipients.
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51. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

providing input audio of the instant voice messageto the client from a

public switched telephone network (PSTN)telephone connected to the network.

52. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 43,

wherein the method further comprises:

providing input audio of the instant voice messageto the client from a

voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone connected to the network.

53. A method for instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network

enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN) support, the method comprising:

providing input audio via a PSTN telephone connected over the network;

selecting one or morerecipients for instant voice messaging ata client;

generating an instant voice message using the input audio from the PSTN

telephonefor the selected recipients at the client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the serverto the selected

recipients over the network; and
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audibly playing the instant voice messageat selected recipients.

54. A methodfor instant voice messaging over a packet-switched network,

the method comprising:

providing input audio via a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone

connected over the network;

selecting one or morerecipients for instant voice messagingat a client;

generating an instant voice message using the input audio from the VoIP

telephonefor the selected recipients at the client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the network from the client to a server;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

the server;

delivering the instant voice message from the server to the selected

recipients over the network; and

audibly playing the instant voice messageat the selected recipients.

55. A methodfor instant voice messaging overa plurality ofpacket-

switched networks, the method comprising:

selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messaging at a

client connected to a local network, the one or more external recipients connected to an

external network outside the local network;
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generating an instant voice message for the selected external recipients at

the client;

transmitting the selected external recipients and the instant voice message

therefor over the local network and the external network;

receiving the selected external recipients and the instant voice message

therefor at an external server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected external recipients

over the external network; and

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected external

recipients.

56. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

requesting from the external serveralist of external recipients associated

with the client; and

transmitting the list of external recipients from the external server to the

client for selection of the one or more external recipients.

57. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from the external server to the

selected recipients that are available.
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58. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

temporarily storing the instant voice messageat the external serverif a

selected recipient is unavailable;

delivering the stored instant voice messageto the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomesavailable.

59. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

and

recording the instant voice message in an audio file at the client;

transmitting the audio file to the external server;

delivering the audiofile to the selected recipients from the external server;

audibly playing the audiofile at the selected recipients. —

60. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 59,

wherein the method further comprises:

and

recipients.

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audio file at the client;

decrypting and decompressing the audio file at the selected recipients; and

audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audio file at the selected
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61. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

buffering each ofa plurality of successive portionsofthe instant voice

messageattheclient as the instant message is recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive portion to the externalserver;

delivering each successive portion from the external server to the selected

external recipients,

audibly playing each successive portion at the selected external recipients

as it is delivered.

62. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice message;

storing or displaying the one or more attached files at the selected external

recipients.

63. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises providing input audio ofthe instant voice message

to the client from a public switched telephone network (PSTN)telephone overthe local

network.
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64. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 55,

wherein the method further comprises providing input audio of the instant voice message

to the client from a voice-over-internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone over the local network.

65. A method for instant voice messaging system overa plurality of

packet-switched networks enabling public switched telephone network (PSTN)support,

the method comprising:

providing input audio via a PSTN telephone connected to a local network;

selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messagingat a

client, the one or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the

local network;

generating an instant voice message for the one or more external recipients

using the input audio provided by the PSTN telephone;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the local network and the external network;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message thereforat

a server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients from the

server over the external network; and

audibly playing the instant voice messageat the selected recipients.

66. A method for instant voice messaging system overaplurality of

packet-switched networks, the method comprising:
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providing input audio via a soleesovertntemel-prokoval (VoIP)telephone

connected to a local network;

selecting one or more external recipients for instant voice messagingat a

client, the one or more external recipients connected to an external network outside the

local network;

generating an instant voice message for the one or more external recipients

using the input audio provided by the VoIP telephone;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the local network and the external network;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor at

a server connected to the external network;

delivering the instant voice message to the selected recipients from the

server over the external network; and

audibly playing the instant voice messageat the selected recipients.

67. A methodfor instant voice messaging overaplurality of a plurality of

packet-switched networks, the method comprising:

selecting one or more recipients connected to a local networkat a client

connected to an external network;

generating an instant voice message for the selected recipients at the

client;

transmitting the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor

over the external network from the client to an external server system;
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receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice messageat the

external server system;

routing the selected recipients and the instant voice message over the

external network and the local network;

receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice messagetherefor at

a local server connected to the local network;

delivering the instant voice messageto the selected recipients over the

local network;

audibly playing the instant voice message at the selected recipients. .

68. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

requesting a list of recipients associated with the client from the external

server system; and

transmitting the list of recipients from the external server system to the

client for selection of the one or morerecipients.

69. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

delivering the instant voice message from the local server to the selected

recipients that are available.
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70. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

temporarily storing the instant voice messageat the local server if a

selected recipient is unavailable; and

delivering the stored instant voice messageto the selected recipient once

the selected recipient becomesavailable.

71. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

and

and

recording the instant voice message in an audiofileat the client;

transmitting the audio file from the client to the external server system;

routing the audio file from the external server system to the local server;

delivering the audiofile from the local server to the selected recipients;

audibly playing the audiofile at the selected recipients.

72. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 71,

wherein the method further comprises:

recipients.

signal processing, compressing and encrypting the audiofile at the client;

decrypting and decompressingthe audiofile at the selected recipients;

audibly playing the decrypted and decompressed audio file at the selected
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73. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

buffering each of a plurality of successive portions of the instant voice

messageat the client as the instant message is recorded;

transmitting from the client each successive portion to the external server

system;

routing each successive portion from the external server system to the

local server;

delivering each successive portion from local server to the selected

external recipients; and

audibly playing each successive portion at the selected recipients asit is

delivered.

74. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

attaching one or morefiles to the instant voice messageat the client;

storing or displaying the one or moreattached files at the selected

recipients.

75. The method for instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:
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providing input audio of the instant voice message from a voice-over-

internet-protocol (VoIP) telephone to the client via a local network connecting the VoIP

telephoneto theclient.

76. The methodfor instant voice messaging according to Claim 67,

wherein the method further comprises:

maintaining a transport server mesh including a plurality of transport

servers for routing instant voice messages; and

load-balancing the instant voice messages within the transport server

mesh.
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10

SYSTEM AND METHOD

FOR INSTANT VoIP MESSAGING

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

There is provided an instant voice messaging system (and method)for

delivering instant messages over a packet-switched network, the system comprising: a

client connected to the network, the client selecting one or morerecipients, generating an

instant voice messagetherefor, and transmitting the selected recipients and the instant

voice message therefor over the network; and a server connected to the network, the

server receiving the selected recipients and the instant voice message therefor, and

delivering the instant voice messageto the selected recipients over the network,the

selected recipients being enabled to audibly play the instant voice message.
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